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Summary

Cilia (or �agella) are highly specialized hair-like organelles present on the surface of most eukaryotic cells.
They feature a microtubule-based axonemal core structure surrounded by the ciliary membrane that is
continuous with the plasma membrane. Cilia serve essential functions in sensing of environmental cues,
several signaling pathways and cell motility and harbor a speci�c composition of proteins. Import of
ciliary proteins through the di�usion barrier and transport to the ciliary tip and back relies on a conserved
transport mechanism, termed intra�agellar transport (IFT). IFT is crucial for cilium formation and
maintenance and depends on the multiprotein IFT complex and microtubule motor proteins. Extensive
research in the past years tried to shed light on individual IFT protein functions, but in vivo knockout
studies reach their limits due to the composite interaction network within the IFT complex. It is therefore
of great importance to further investigate and characterize individual IFT proteins and subcomplexes in
vitro by means of structural biology and biochemistry approaches. The 1.5MDa IFT complex consists of
22 proteins identi�ed to date and can be subdivided into several biochemically distinct subcomplexes. In
this thesis, the structural and biochemical characterization of the three IFT-B1 subcomplex proteins IFT22,
IFT74 and IFT81 will be described. IFT22 was classi�ed as an atypical small GTPase of the Rab family
based on sequence analysis, showing a high degree of variance especially in usually conserved sequences
needed for proper nucleotide binding. Hence, due to the lack of biochemical analysis, it was not known
if IFT22 is a functional GTPase and if it is speci�c for guanine nucleotides. Interestingly, IFT22 studies in
di�erent organisms revealed functional di�erences between species. Extensive complex reconstitution
studies in the past years from our lab have mapped the binding site of IFT22 to a short sequence stretch
on the IFT74/81 coiled-coil heterodimer, however no structural data regarding the binding mechanism
was available. In this study, we present crystal structures of GDP- and GTP-loaded IFT22 and identify
an unusual G nucleotide-binding mode, bypassing the usage of a highly conserved classical sequence
motif. Nucleotide-titration and HPLC experiments detected speci�city for G nucleotides and a�nities
for GDP/GTP in the low micromolar range. Furthermore, we show that IFT22 has a low, but measurable
intrinsic GTPase activity similar to other small Rab GTPases. A third crystal structure obtained for the
trimeric IFT22/74/81 complex reveals that IFT74/81 is a conserved e�ector of IFT22. The structure allows
us to pinpoint critical residues for complex formation and shows that IFT22 binds IFT74/81 via its switch
regions. In a collaboration project, we tested structure guided mutations in trypanosome parasites in
vivo and demonstrate that association of IFT22 with IFT-B1, but not nucleotide-binding is essential for
ciliogenesis in trypanosomes.
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Preface

The present doctoral thesis is summarizing the research I did in the course of my PhD studies in the lab of
Dr. Esben Lorentzen at the MPI of Biochemistry. During the past four years I have worked on one main
project covering the structural and biochemical analysis of the ciliary IFT22/74/81 subcomplex, which I
will focus on describing in this work. Besides, I contributed to a collaborative project on studies of a
Parkinson’s disease kinase resulting in a publication in eLIFE. The common ground of both projects lies
in the biochemical analysis of small Rab GTPases and investigation of their e�ects on cellular processes.
The �rst part of my thesis will give a detailed introduction to the �eld of ciliary research and an overview
over the family of Rab GTPases based on available literature. The results section is subdivided into two
parts containing the published research article and a manuscript of my main project that is currently
being �nalized for submission. Both documents build separate comprehensive entities regarding results,
analyses and conclusions. An extended discussion on the �ndings of the IFT22/74/81 project followed
by an outlook of potential future research directions completes this work.
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Introduction

1 The cilium: a ubiquitous eukaryotic organelle

The main feature distinguishing eukaryotic cells from their prokaryotic counterparts is their extensive
intracellular compartmentalization. The membrane-enclosed nucleus contains the genetic information
and the necessary machinery for basic DNA metabolism such as transcription, replication and recombi-
nation, and various other spatially separated organelles provide dedicated biochemical environments
for processes such as protein folding and transport (e. g. endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi apparatus),
protein degradation (lysosomes), or energy production (mitochondria). While functions of many of
those organelles have been investigated for many decades and are well understood, the role of cilia
was underestimated for a long time. Cilia (or �agella, the terms can be used interchangeably) are
hair-like structures emerging from the cell surface of nearly every eukaryotic cell and have �rst been
described 1677 by the Dutch microbiologist van Leeuwenhoek (van Leeuwenhoek 1677). They are highly
evolutionarily conserved and were present on the last eukaryotic common ancestor (Satir et al. 2008).
Cilia can be found on cells ranging from unicellular organisms like the green alga Chlamydomonas

reinhardtii (Fig. 1A) or the sleeping sickness-causing parasite Trypanosoma brucei (Fig. 1B) (Morga &
Bastin 2013) to nearly every cell in the mammalian body. They are highly variable with regards to their
length (from several micrometers to few millimeters) and their copy-number (from one to thousands of
copies) on a given cell type (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Scanning electron microscopy images of di�erent ciliated cell types
First row: Ciliated unicellular organisms A. C. reinhardtii (2 µm) (EM facility, Dartmouth College), B. T. brucei (1 µm) (Morga & Bastin 2013),
C. T. thermophila (10 µm) (Singer 2009) and D. Paramecium representative; Middle row: Ciliated mammalian cells (motile cilia) (Schipper
2017) E. Sperm cells (2 µm) (Nussdorfer et al. 2018), F. Fallopian tube epithelial cells (4 µm) (Baczynska et al. 2007), G. Respiratory epithelial
cells (5 µm) (EM facility, Dartmouth College), H. Ependymal cells (1 µm); Bottom row: Ciliated mammalian cells (primary cilia) (EM facility,
Duke University), I. Kidney cell (EM facility, UT Southwestern), J. Inner ear hair cells (2 µm) (Schwarz et al. 2011), K. Photoreceptor cells of
the eye (10 µm) (Schietroma et al. 2017), L. Buccopharyngeal membrane cells (Benmerah et al. 2015).
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However, cilia are absent in higher plants and fungi, such as Arabidopsis thaliana and Saccharomyces

cerevisiae. Various functions of cilia have been described to date with the most prominent one being
cellular locomotion using motile cilia. Another no less important type is the so-called immotile or primary
cilium. The primary cilium was discovered 1898 by Zimmermann in human tissue cells (Zimmermann
1898) and for a long time it was considered to be a meaningless evolutionary remnant (similar to
the human appendix) until its essential role in sensory reception and several signaling pathways was
uncovered (section 1.2). Thus, it is not surprising that an increasing number of genetic disorders and
developmental abnormalities, referred to as ciliopathies, could be linked to defective cilia (Badano et al.
2006; Waters & Beales 2011).

1.1 Overall architecture

The central shape-giving element in every cilium is a microtubule-based axoneme emerging from a
centriole-like structure at the ciliary base, the basal body. The axoneme is surrounded by the ciliary
membrane, which is continuous with the plasma membrane but contains a speci�c composition of lipids
and membrane proteins. A di�usion barrier ensuring controlled entry, exit and retention of components
in the organelle is provided by a section called transition zone. The di�erent structural elements are
described in detail in the following paragraphs and are depicted in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Schematic overview of the ciliary ultrastructure
Left: Schematic illustration of the cilium architecture depicting the di�erent structural elements and functionally distinct zones. Right: Cross
section from various regions within the cilium showing the respective inner organization. (CM = ciliary membrane, PM = plasma membrane)
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1.1.1 The ciliary axoneme

The axoneme is the core structure of each cilium, providing the organelle with its characteristic elongated
appearance and rigidity. It is composed of nine outer doublet microtubules (MTs) arranged in a ring-like
manner (9 + 0 arrangement) with their growing plus-ends oriented towards the distal end of the cilium.
Each MT doublet consists of a complete A-tubule with 13 proto�laments and an adjacent incomplete
B-tubule with 10 proto�laments. The outer doublets are known to be subject to a diverse array of post-
translational modi�cations (PTMs), such as tubulin acetylation, detyrosination and glutamylation. These
PTMs are required for the correct assembly and maintenance of the axoneme and play an important role
in the regulation of cilium stability (Wloga et al. 2017). While primary cilia are typically characterized
by the aforementioned 9 + 0 arrangement of MTs, motile cilia typically feature an additional central
pair of two complete MTs (9 + 2 arrangement) (see cross sections in Fig. 2). Examples of mammalian
primary cilia can be found on cells of kidney tubules, pancreatic cells and photoreceptor cells of the eye,
whereas prominent representatives of motile cilia are the sperm cell �agellum, cilia on the fallopian tube
of the female reproductive apparatus and cilia protruding from the epithelium of the airway system
(Fliegauf et al. 2007). However, exceptions to this general rule can be found. Embryonic nodal cells lack
the central pair and thus exhibit a 9 + 0 structure, but are still able to perform ciliary beating due to
the presence of the dynein motor machinery, thereby creating a �ow of extra-embryonic �uid that is
required for establishment of left-right asymmetry (Hirokawa et al. 2006). On the other hand, specialized
cilia of the inner ear (kinocilia) hold a 9 + 2 arrangement of MTs, but lack components required for the
movement process and are considered as immotile (Dabdoub & Kelley 2005).

Classical 9 + 2 motile cilia possess a number of additional MT-associated protein complexes to carry out
their function in motility, amongst which are outer dynein arms (ODAs, linking outer doublet MTs and
facing the ciliary membrane), inner dynein arms (IDAs, linking outer doublet MTs and pointing towards
the central pair), radial spokes (RS, linking outer doublets with the central pair) and nexins (proteinaceous
�bers connecting the individual outer MT doublets) (Warner & Satir 1974; Satir & Christensen 2007)
(Fig. 2, cross sections).

The well-coordinated wave-like movement is the result of a sliding mechanism of neighboring MTs
relative to each other that is driven by ATP hydrolysis of the heavy chains of dynein arms (Gibbons &
Rowe 1965; Porter et al. 1999). In order to allow target-oriented locomotion or directed �uid �ow, ciliary
bending has to be tightly regulated regarding timing and spatial positioning of respective sliding MTs.
Studies have linked an interplay of the dynein regulatory complex (DRC), radial spokes, the central pair
and IDAs to be responsible for regulation of dynein activity (Heuser et al. 2009).

1.1.2 The ciliary basal body and transition zone

The basal body (BB) is a modi�ed centriole-like structure and the most proximal element to the cell body.
It forms the anchoring point for the axoneme and consists of an array of nine MT triplets, termed A-, B-
and C-tubules (Sorokin 1968; Beisson & Wright 2003). While A- and B-tubules are continuous with the

14
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axonemal structure, the 10-proto�lament C-tubules terminate at the transition zone (TZ). In the case of
9+ 2 cilia, the TZ is the point of origin for the central pair of MTs. The TZ is an electron dense structure
that is considered to be the selective entry gate to the cilium and builds the intersection between the
ciliary compartment and cytoplasm. It is composed of transition �bers spanning the intermembrane
space between MTs of the BB and the ciliary membrane and preventing the passive di�usion of particles
larger than 9 nm through the barrier (Breslow et al. 2013). Distal to the transition �bers is an integral
part of the TZ called the “ciliary necklace”, a series of parallel strands of intramembrane protein particles
that are connected to the axoneme via so-called Y-shaped linkers (Gilula & Satir 1972; O’Toole et al.
2007; Reiter et al. 2012). The ciliary necklace marks the beginning of the ciliary membrane (Fig. 2).

It has been shown that proteins destined for the cilium are recruited to the region of the transition
�bers, where they are thought to be assembled into larger transport particles (Deane et al. 2001). These
particles then have to be guided through the di�usion barrier, however the mechanism of this entry
process still remains unclear.

1.1.3 The ciliary membrane and ciliary pocket

The ciliary membrane is a highly specialized outgrowth of the plasma membrane covering the axoneme
and separating the ciliary compartment from the extracellular space. It hosts a unique composition of
lipids and membrane proteins, such as speci�c ion channels and receptors. The membrane is enriched
in raft-forming sterols, glycolipids, sphingolipids and phospholipids (Emmer et al. 2010; Serricchio et al.
2015). This is not surprising since lipid rafts are known to act as organizing centers for signaling molecules
(Simons & Ehehalt 2002) and the cilium is considered an important sensing and signaling organelle
(see section 1.2). It has also been demonstrated that the distal part of the ciliary membrane contains
a condensed lipid zone that might prevent lateral di�usion between ciliary and plasma membrane
compounds (Vieira et al. 2006; Rohatgi & Snell 2010).

Besides, several ciliated organisms exhibit a specialized membrane domain termed the ciliary pocket
(Benmerah 2013), a membrane invagination at the ciliary base which may function in endocytosis and
exocytosis, similar to the trypanosome �agellar pocket (Overath & Engstler 2004) (see section 1.4), and
as a docking site for cilia-targeted vesicles (Benmerah 2013). Another suggested role for the ciliary
pocket is the de�ned spatial positioning of the cilium since it was found to tightly interact with the
actin cytoskeleton (Molla-Herman et al. 2010). However, given that not all ciliated cells contain a ciliary
pocket, it does not necessarily seem to be essential for the described processes.

1.2 Ciliary functions: Sensoring, signaling & motility

Cilia ful�ll a wide spectrum of functions, dependent on their structure (motile or immotile) and their
tissue-speci�c localization. Due to the exposed position at the cellular rim and their relatively large
surface area, cilia are ideally suited for a role in sensing of extracellular cues and transmission of signals
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into the cytoplasm and thus are often referred to as cellular antennas. The following section will give
an overview of the most common functions of both motile and primary cilia.

1.2.1 Sensory functions

Mechanosensation: Sensing of �uid �ow and extracellular movement is a key function of primary
cilia. Epithelial cells in the kidney possess a single cilium facing the tubular lumen (Fig. 1I) that is able
to sense urine �ow through ciliary bending, which in turn mediates Ca2+ in�ux (Fliegauf et al. 2007).
Primary cilia have been demonstrated to be important Ca2+ signaling organelles that contain a ~7-fold
higher Ca2+ concentration than the cytoplasm (Delling et al. 2013). This is achieved by the action of the
polycystin-1/polycystin-2 (PC1/PC2) heterodimer, a designated mechanosensory complex enriched in
the ciliary membrane (Nauli et al. 2003). While PC1 is a G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) acting as a
�ow-sensor, PC2 functions as a Ca2+ channel that opens upon signal transmission of PC1 (Pazour et al.
2002a; Parnell et al. 2002). The increased ciliary Ca2+ level can then induce downstream Ca2+ signaling
cascades. Mutations in the genes encoding PC1 and PC2 have been linked to polycystic kidney disease
(PKD) due to impaired sensing of extracellular �ow, leading to interruption of Ca2+ signaling (Nagao
et al. 2008).

A second example of �ow-induced cellular signaling mediated by the cilium is described for the non-
canonical Wingless pathway in section 1.2.2.

Photoreception: The retina of the eye contains two classes of photoreceptor cells, rods and cones
(Fig. 1K). They are polarized sensory neurons consisting of an inner and outer segment. While the inner
segment harbors cellular organelles and the protein synthesis machinery, the outer segment is composed
of a stack of membrane discs obtained through invaginations of the plasma membrane (Holly�eld et al.
1977) (Fig. 3C). These discs represent the sensory part of the neuron, as the membranes are enriched with
large amounts of the photosensitive GPCRs opsin and rhodopsin and signaling molecules. Inner and
outer segment are bridged via a non-motile cilium that serves as a transport corridor and is referred to
as connecting cilium (Horst et al. 1990). Since turnover rates of receptors in the outer segment are very
high, an e�cient transport machinery is needed to deliver components between the two compartments
(Rosenbaum et al. 1999). Mutations leading to defects in the transport process and thus to accumulation
of receptor proteins in the inner segment were shown to cause retinal degeneration (Pazour et al. 2002b;
Marszalek et al. 2000). The nature of this conserved machinery will be discussed in section 2.

Odorant and auditory reception: Apart from the eye, cilia also serve important roles in other
sensory organs. One example are cilia on the surface of the olfactory epithelium in the vertebrate nose.
Specialized sensory cells, the olfactory sensory neurons, end in so-called dendritic knobs that exhibit a
cluster of primary cilia (Buck & Axel 1991; McEwen et al. 2008) (Fig. 3D). These cilia protrude into the
mucus covering the olfactory epithelium and sense odorants via olfactory GPCRs in their membranes.
GPCR activation leads to induction of downstream signaling pathways that result in the sense of smell.
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Figure 3: Schematic illustration of various sensory cilia
Axonemes are depicted in blue and sensory receptors in red. Incoming environmental cues are indicated by arrows. A.Cilia on renal epithelial
cells serve as �ow sensors mediating Ca2+ signaling via the PC1/PC2 complex. B. Kinocilia on hair cells orient and stabilize the actin-based
stereovilli needed for auditory reception. C. The connecting cilium of photoreceptor cells links the inner and outer segment and is essential
for rhodopsin receptor tra�cking and visual reception. D. The ciliary bundle on olfactory sensory neurons harbors numerous olfactory
receptors and mediates signal transduction leading to the sense of smell.

It is not surprising that olfactory cilia defects lead to reduction or loss of smell (Kulaga et al. 2004;
McEwen et al. 2008).

A fundamentally di�erent example is the specialized cilium on the inner ear hair cells, termed kinocilium.
It is not directly involved in auditory reception, but required to orient and polarize the mechanosensory
actin-based stereovilli correctly (Fig. 1J and Fig. 3B). Stereovilli arrange in bundles of tightly packed
rows and are the sensoring and signaling parts of the hearing process (Hudspeth 1985). The kinocilium
is placed directly behind the stereovilli bundle and disruption of kinocilia leads to misoriented stereovilli
bundles and morphology defects, making the kinocilium a crucial component for auditory reception
(Fukuda et al. 2014; Grati et al. 2015).

1.2.2 Signaling functions

The fact that the ciliary membrane is enriched with receptor proteins and ion channels together with
the results of various in vivo studies have led to the awareness that cilia are relevant organelles for
several developmental signaling pathways, three of which will be described exemplarily here.

Hedgehog (Hh) signaling: Hh signaling is an important signal transduction pathway in em-
bryonic development and required for body axis determination, but also plays a role in adult stem
cells (McMahon et al. 2003; Pasca di Magliano & Hebrok 2003). Several components of the pathway
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were found to be localized to cilia (Corbit et al. 2005; Haycraft et al. 2005). The pathway is induced
by the secreted Hh protein ligand binding to the Patched-1 (Ptch1) receptor that is localized in the
ciliary membrane (Rohatgi et al. 2007) (Fig. 4). This can occur in an autocrine or paracrine fashion. In
unstimulated conditions, Ptch-1 inhibits Smoothened (Smo), another transmembrane protein, and blocks
its entry to the cilium. Upon ligand binding to Ptch-1, this inhibitory e�ect is alleviated, Ptch-1 exits
and Smo translocates to the cilium where it activates glioma (Gli) transcription factors in a stepwise
process. Gli factors are then released at the ciliary base and enter the nucleus, where they regulate the
expression of Hh target genes (Goetz & Anderson 2010).

Figure 4: The role of cilia in di�erent signaling pathways
A. Hh signaling: In the absence of ligand, the ciliary Ptch1 receptor inhibits and blocks entry of the Smo transmembrane protein, thus keeping
the Gli transcription factor inactive (left image). Upon binding of Hh ligand to Ptch1, Ptch1 exits the cilium and allows entry of Smo. At the
ciliary tip, Smo promotes the activation of Gli by inactivation of Sufu. The Gli transcription factor is transported to the cytoplasm and enters
the nucleus to induce target gene expression. B. PDGFRα signaling: Binding of the PDGF-AA ligand to the PDGFRα receptor activates the
kinase activity of the receptor, leading to autophosphorylation and initiation of the downstream MEK/ERK pathway. The MEK/ERK pathway
regulates transcription of target genes for cell cycle entry.

Wingless (Wnt) signaling: Wnt signaling can be grouped into two separate pathways, the canon-
ical and non-canonical route. While the canonical pathway includes the protein β-catenin, the non-
canonical pathway is β-catenin independent (Clevers 2006). Both pathways serve important roles in
embryonic development and adult tissue maintenance. In the canonical pathway, Wnt ligand bind-
ing to the Frizzled (Fz) receptor at the ciliary base induces a cascade that leads to stabilization of the
cytoplasmic β-catenin protein which is otherwise targeted for ubiquitin-mediated degradation in the
absence of a signal (Fig. 4). Subsequently, β-catenin is translocated to the nucleus where it acts as
transcriptional coactivator of Wnt target genes (Logan & Nusse 2004). These genes control a set of
processes related to cell fate determination and proliferation. The non-canonical pathway is initiated
by �ow-induced physical bending of the cilium that triggers Ca2+ in�ux into the organelle. Release
of Ca2+ into the cytoplasm leads to increased Inversin (Inv) expression levels which in turn promotes
degradation of cytoplasmic Dishevelled (Dsh) protein, a component of the canonical pathway, thus
destabilizing β-catenin (Veeman et al. 2003). This pathway is required for regulation of the cytoskeleton
and controls cell polarity (Christensen et al. 2008).
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Platelet-derived growth factor receptor-α (PDGFRα) signaling: PDGFRα is a homodi-
meric receptor localized in the ciliary membrane (Fredriksson et al. 2004; Schneider et al. 2005). Binding of
the PDGF-AA ligand activates the receptor’s kinase activity and induces autophosphorylation, followed
by a phosphorylation cascade in the downstream AKT and MEK/ERK pathways at the ciliary base
(Fig. 4). Activation of these pathways leads regulation of several transcription factors that induce cell
cycle entry. Hence, PDGFRα signaling plays a crucial role in cell cycle control and therefore in cellular
growth, di�erentiation and tissue maintenance (Andrae et al. 2008).

1.2.3 Cell motility

The �rst and most obvious function assigned to cilia was their necessity for locomotion of unicellular
eukaryotes in aqueous environment (van Leeuwenhoek 1677). Since the motile cilium is an evolutionary
conserved organelle, it can be found on many di�erent types of protozoa (Lynn 2008), such as the green
alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Fig. 1A), a classical model organism used for cilia studies, Tetrahymena

thermophila (Fig. 1C) or the parasite Trypanosoma brucei (Fig. 1B) that needs a cilium for its life cycle
and pathogenesis (Foster 2009; Rajagopalan et al. 2009; Julkowska & Bastin 2009) (for an overview of
the T. brucei �agellum see section 1.4). Apart from protozoa, multicellular organisms and mammalian
cell types require motile cilia for locomotion as well. A widely known example is the male sperm cell
(Fig. 1E) that needs its single long �agellum to move through the female reproductive system towards
the egg (Munro et al. 1994).

Another important role of motile cilia in vertebrates is their ability to generate �uid �ow. Cilia are not
only needed for male fertility, but also line the female fallopian tubes (Fig. 1F) and transport the zygote
from the ovary to the uterus through wave-like beating (Lyons et al. 2006). Thus, ciliary dysfunction
can reduce both male and female fertility. In the airway system, motile cilia are present on the epithelial
surface (Fig. 1G) where they are essential for mucus clearance (Duchateau et al. 1985). In addition, motile
cilia protrude from cells lining the ventricular system of the brain (Fig. 1H) to produce circulation of
cerebrospinal �uid (Banizs et al. 2005).

A special case of cilia-mediated �uid �ow can be found on the surface of embryonic nodal cells during
early embryonic development. The embryonic node harbors cells featuring a single 9 + 0 motile cilium
on the ventral side. The absence of the central MTs creates a speci�c rotational movement generating a
directed �uid �ow that determines the left-right asymmetry of the human body (Nonaka et al. 2002).
Consequently, defective cilia in the embryonic node can lead to di�erent versions of situs inversus, a
phenotype characterized by inverted positions of the internal organs (Okada et al. 1999).

1.3 Cilia in human disease

Given the diverse functions and implications of cilia and cilia-related processes, a wide range of human
disorders arises from defects in cilia formation or function. These genetic disorders, commonly referred
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to as ciliopathies, are a heterogeneous group characterized by mutations in cilia-associated genes (>180 %
identi�ed to date) (Reiter & Leroux 2017). Representatives of the disease spectrum are Bardet-Biedl
syndrome (BBS), Usher syndrome, Joubert syndrome and Meckel-Gruber syndrome, to name just a few
(Fliegauf et al. 2007; Waters & Beales 2011). The �rst disease linked to ciliary defects was primary ciliary
dyskinesia (PCD), a disease associated with malfunctioning motile cilia (Afzelius 1976). PCD patients
carry cilia that are partially or totally lacking components of the motility machinery, such as ODAs,
IDAs or radial spokes (see Fig. 2) (Olbrich et al. 2002; Ibañez-Tallon et al. 2002). Mutations leading to
defects in motile cilia show typical phenotypes of infertility (due to immotile or ine�cient sperm �agella
or fallopian tube cilia), bronchiectasis (caused by defects of the airway cilia) and abnormal left-right
asymmetry, called situs inversus (due to inability of the embryonic node cilia to generate a directed �uid
�ow) (Eliasson et al. 1977).

Ciliopathies generally exhibit a range of common phenotypes due to the widespread occurrence of cilia,
including renal diseases, retinal degeneration, brain and skeletal abnormalities (Waters & Beales 2011).
Further phenotypes include polydactyly, diabetes, obesity, hearing loss and �brocystic diseases. Ciliary
defects can in principle a�ect any organ, but are predominantly linked to kidney, eye, liver and brain.
Mutation or deletion of genes resulting in severe universal cilium formation defects are often embryonic
lethal (Veleri et al. 2014; Franco & Thauvin-Robinet 2016).

In most cases, the underlying molecular defects causing the di�erent disease phenotypes are complex
and not known to date. The majority of mutations causing ciliopathies are nonsense, frameshift or
splice-site mutations in ciliary genes leading to complete loss of protein function. Additionally, many
ciliary defect phenotypes are caused by aberrant cilia-related signal transduction pathways (Hh, Wnt)
and are therefore not very informative in terms of speci�c protein functions. However, a previous study
from our lab elucidated the structural basis of a point mutation in BBS1 found in 30 % of all BBS patients
(Mourão et al. 2014). Further structural and biochemical investigations will be required to shed light on
functions and molecular mechanisms of individual disease-causing proteins.

1.4 Trypanosoma brucei as a model organism for cilium studies

For many years, the prevalent model organism to study cilium function and protein composition has
been the green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii with its two long �agella emerging from the apical end
(Foster 2009) (Fig. 1A). However, the use of di�erent model organisms with their individual biological
features and experimental accessibility and limitations has revealed further insights for the �eld of cilium
studies. These more recently used model organisms include, amongst others, Caenorhabditis elegans,
Tetrahymena thermophila (Fig. 1C), Trypanosoma brucei (Fig. 1B) and mammalian cells (Rajagopalan
et al. 2009; Müller et al. 2011; Morga & Bastin 2013; Ishikawa & Marshall 2015).

Trypanosoma brucei is the African parasite causing sleeping sickness. It proliferates in the bloodstream
of mammalian hosts and is transmitted by the tsetse �y. In the �y, it resides in the gut and salivary glands
and undergoes a complex series of developmental stages characterized by changes in biochemistry,
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protein expression and cell morphology. Trypanosomes carry a single 9+2 motile cilium that is essential
for their life cycle and pathology. The trypanosome �agellum exhibits several unique features (Fig. 5B)
(Julkowska & Bastin 2009). It is attached alongside the cell body from its point of emergence to the
end of the cell, with only the distal tip protruding into the extracellular environment and performing a
pulling force to drag the cell forward. Yet, the beating-direction can be reversed, leading to backward
motility of the parasite. The cilium includes a unique proteinaceous structure, the para�agellar rod (PFR)
that is attached to one side of the axoneme and is essential for locomotion. Its exact role in motility
remains enigmatic (Bastin et al. 1996; Bastin et al. 1998). The cilium arises from the �agellar pocket
(see also section 1.1.3, ciliary pocket), a special membrane invagination that represents the single site
for endocytosis/exocytosis in trypanosomes (Overath & Engstler 2004). However, the most striking
biological feature with respect to cilium biology is that before cell division, T. brucei assembles a second,
new �agellum while keeping the old one intact, thus carrying two �agella at di�erent assembly stages
within one cell (Fig. 5A) (Sherwin & Gull 1989). This facilitates simultaneous investigation of a cilium
under construction and a fully assembled one, which is a major advantage for studies on the role of
individual ciliary proteins.

Figure 5: Simpli�ed overview of the trypanosome life cycle
A. Trypanosoma brucei parasites proliferate in the bloodstream of mammalian hosts and are transmitted by the tsetse �y, where they undergo
a complex series of di�erent developmental stages. The most studied stage is the procyclic stage, in which they assemble a new �agellum
before cytokinesis while keeping the old one intact, allowing simultaneous investigation of di�erent �agellar assembly states in one cell. B.
Schematic representation of characteristic features of the T. brucei �agellum.

A range of di�erent techniques for cilium studies in T. brucei has been developed over the past years,
including versatile tools for reverse genetics such as transient or tetracycline-inducible RNAi knockdown
of individual genes (Julkowska & Bastin 2009).

2 Intraflagellar transport and its key players

The ciliary compartment harbors a unique composition of proteins including structural elements of the
axoneme (e. g. tubulin, ODA and IDA subunits), signaling components and various membrane proteins.
Proteomic analysis identi�ed more than 600 protein candidates to reside in the organelle (Pazour et
al. 2005), demonstrating the need of an elaborate and e�cient transport machinery since proteins
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synthesized in the cytoplasm cannot pass the TZ through passive di�usion (see section 1.1.2). Besides,
assembly and elongation of the axoneme were shown to occur at the tip, thereby continuously moving
further away from the cytoplasm during ciliogenesis (Johnson & Rosenbaum 1992). This intra�agellar
transport (IFT) process was �rst discovered in C. reinhardtii �agella by di�erential interference contrast
microscopy (Kozminski et al. 1993) and has since been observed in many other model organisms. The
initial study determined di�erent velocities for particles moving between the ciliary membrane and the
axoneme from the base towards the tip (anterograde IFT, 2 µms−1) and particles moving in the opposite
direction (retrograde IFT, 3.5 µms−1) (Kozminski et al. 1993). It is currently expected that anterograde
IFT movement is performed on MT B-tubules, whereas retrograde IFT happens on A-tubules, thus
preventing particle collision (Stepanek & Pigino 2016). Other studies identi�ed the composition of the
multisubunit IFT particles and showed the organization into biochemically and functionally distinct
subcomplexes, termed IFT-A and IFT-B (Piperno & Mead 1997; D G Cole et al. 1998), which will be
described in the following sections. Electron microscopic analyses showed that IFT particles arrange
in a linear fashion forming train-like assemblies (so-called IFT trains) (Kozminski et al. 1995). To date,
22 proteins are known to assemble the roughly 1.5MDa IFT complex (Taschner et al. 2016). They are
highly conserved (Jékely & Arendt 2006) and typically named according to their apparent molecular
weights in C. reinhardtii, a nomenclature that will be followed throughout this doctoral thesis for all
homologs for the sake of consistency. Mutations in several IFT genes have been shown to contribute to
the ciliopathy disease spectrum in humans caused by ciliary construction or signaling defects (Fliegauf et
al. 2007). Bioinformatic analyses of IFT components predominantly identi�ed protein-protein interaction
domains such as coiled-coils, β-propeller or tetratricopeptide repeats (TPRs) (Taschner et al. 2012),
which is in accordance with their function in binding and transport of diverse cargo proteins.

Figure 6: Overview of the intra�agellar transport key steps
IFT-A and IFT-B particles as well as ciliary cargo (both soluble and membrane-bound), the BBSome, and MT motor proteins enrich at the
transition �bres, where they associate and assemble into IFT trains. Cargo- and inactive dynein-loaded trains enter the cilium and move
towards the tip in a kinesin II-dependent manner (anterograde IFT). At the tip, cargo is released, IFT trains are remodeled and the anterograde
motor is inactivated, while dynein 2 is activated. Kinesin II exits the cilium independent of IFT, while retrograde IFT trains loaded with ciliary
turnover products are transported back to the base with help of the dynein motor (retrograde IFT). At the base, IFT trains exit the compartment
and disassemble.
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Apart from IFT proteins, IFT trains contain motor proteins required for transport along the MT �laments
(see section 2.1). The conventional anterograde motor is heterotrimeric kinesin II, whereas retrograde
transport has been assigned to cytoplasmic dynein 2 (Douglas G Cole et al. 1993; Walther et al. 1994;
Pazour et al. 1998; Porter et al. 1999). Deletion of IFT-A and IFT-B proteins resulted in phenotypes similar
to the ones observed for dynein 2 and kinesin II mutants, respectively, thus linking IFT-A proteins to
retrograde and IFT-B components to anterograde IFT (see section 2.2 and 2.3).

IFT is a multi-step process (see Fig. 6) that starts with the enrichment of IFT and cargo proteins at
the ciliary base, where the individual components have to assemble into cargo-loaded particles and
trains. In the next step, trains move in the anterograde direction driven by the kinesin II motor, followed
by cargo unloading and remodeling of IFT particles at the ciliary tip. There, turnover products have
to be bound and motor activities have to be switched to activate dynein 2 for retrograde IFT. Finally,
turnover products are released at the base and IFT particles are recycled for subsequent rounds of ciliary
tra�cking (Hao & Scholey 2009). This cycle has to be controlled and regulated at several steps, however
the underlying molecular mechanisms are only poorly understood so far. Obtaining high-resolution
protein structures could help to assign individual protein functions and explain mechanistic details of
the key steps.

2.1 IFT motor proteins

Tra�cking of IFT particles along the axoneme in the anterograde direction mainly depends on the
heterotrimeric kinesin II motor (Douglas G Cole et al. 1993; Walther et al. 1994), although an exception
can be found in C. elegans, where homodimeric kinesin II acts as a second motor that works partially
redundantly (Snow et al. 2004; Prevo et al. 2015). The energy driving the movement is derived from
ATP hydrolysis in the kinesin head domain. Disruption of kinesin II leads to severe ciliogenesis defects
(Kozminski et al. 1995), as can be observed for mutation of IFT-B proteins (Pazour et al. 2000; Tsao &
Gorovsky 2008). It is therefore assumed that the kinesin motor binds to IFT particles via IFT-B during
anterograde transport, which was supported by co-immunoprecipitation studies (Baker et al. 2003).
Retrograde transport is then mediated via dynein 2 presumably bound to the IFT-A complex (Pazour
et al. 1998; Porter et al. 1999; Perrone et al. 2003; Hou et al. 2004). Deletion mutants of either complex
display a retrograde phenotype characterized by short bulbous cilia �lled with IFT material at the tip
(Piperno et al. 1998; Tsao & Gorovsky 2008; Iomini et al. 2009). In order to ful�ll its function at the ciliary
tip, the inactivated dynein motor has to be actively transported as a cargo by IFT and the kinesin motor
to the distal end of the axoneme. A recent study detected a speci�c phosphorylation of kinesin II at the
tip that leads to motor inactivation and dissociation from the IFT complex, thus providing a mechanism
for regulation of the switch in motor activities (Liang et al. 2014). Return of the inactive kinesin motor
to the ciliary base is likely carried out by di�usion in an IFT-independent manner (Engel et al. 2012).
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2.2 The IFT-A subcomplex

IFT-A is a six-component IFT subcomplex comprising the proteins IFT144, IFT140, IFT139, IFT122, IFT121
and IFT43 (Fig. 7A). As described in the previous section, the IFT-A complex has been linked to dynein
2-mediated retrograde transport with mutants producing a typical retrograde IFT inactivation phenotype
(E�menko et al. 2006; Tran et al. 2008; Tsao & Gorovsky 2008; Absalon et al. 2008). It is therefore not
surprising that several mutations in IFT-A encoding genes have been identi�ed in ciliopathy patients
(Gilissen et al. 2010; Arts et al. 2011; Bredrup et al. 2011).

Figure 7: Schematic overview of IFT-A complex components
A. Domain architecture of currently identi�ed IFT-A proteins. Depicted sizes and domain borders correspond to the C. reinhardtii proteins.
B. Schematic interaction map of the IFT-A proteins.

To date, only little is known about structures and functions of individual IFT-A proteins as well as their
interactions. It was shown that IFT122/140/144 build a stable, independent trimeric “core” complex
(Mukhopadhyay et al. 2010) and recent (partly unpublished) data suggest that the remaining non-core
proteins form an independent IFT43/121/139 complex as well (Behal et al. 2012; Taschner & Lorentzen,
unpublished data). Identi�ed interactions between IFT-A components are illustrated in Fig. 7B. Interest-
ingly, four of the six IFT-A proteins have a predicted domain organization similar to membrane coat
proteins with N-terminal β-propellers and C-terminal α-solenoid structures (Fig. 7A) (Taschner et al.
2012). Apart from IFT121, these proteins involve all three components of the IFT-A core complex. Due
to their similarity to coat protein complex I (COPI) proteins, it can be speculated that they could form
a heterotrimeric complex mediated by their β-propeller head domains similar to COPI, although this
hypothesis is lacking experimental conformation (Taschner & Lorentzen 2016b). Despite the fact that
IFT-A function is mainly associated with retrograde IFT, meaning return of turnover products and IFT
components from the tip to the ciliary base, there is evidence that IFT-A is also needed for import of
certain cargo proteins into the cilium see section 2.5.
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One of the initial studies characterizing the IFT complex observed that IFT-A and IFT-B subcomplexes
bind at low ionic strength, but dissociate when slightly increasing the salt concentration (D G Cole
et al. 1998). Several follow-up studies could not detect direct interactions between IFT-A and IFT-B
components (D G Cole et al. 1998; Follit et al. 2009), whereas others were able to (Qin et al. 2004; Pedersen
et al. 2005), thus leading to contradictory results. A recent study in C. reinhardtii suggested that the
N-terminal part of the IFT-B protein IFT74 might provide the attachment point for IFT-A, since deletion
of this part prevented ciliary entry of IFT-A (Brown et al. 2015).

2.3 The IFT-B subcomplex

Initial analysis on IFT-B particle composition identi�ed a salt-stable core complex consisting of six
proteins (IFT88, IFT81, IFT74, IFT52, IFT46 and IFT27), as well as four other components (IFT172, IFT80,
IFT57, IFT20) that dissociated at salt concentrations above 300mM and were termed peripheral subunits
(Lucker et al. 2005). Subsequent studies detected additional IFT-B proteins (Ou et al. 2005; Kunitomo
& Iino 2008; Adhiambo et al. 2009; Zhaohui Wang et al. 2009; Lechtreck et al. 2009a; Fan et al. 2010;
Ishikawa et al. 2014) and showed that the peripheral proteins actually form a stable complex on their
own (Taschner et al. 2016; Katoh et al. 2016), suggesting the new nomenclature of IFT-B1 (previous
IFT-B core) and IFT-B2 (previous IFT-B peripheral subunits). The currently assumed composition of the
IFT-B complex consists of 10 proteins for IFT-B1 (IFT88, IFT81, IFT74, IFT70, IFT56, IFT52, IFT46, IFT27,
IFT25, IFT22) and 6 proteins for IFT-B2 (IFT172, IFT80, IFT57, IFT54, IFT38, IFT20) and is schematically
depicted in Fig. 8. As already mentioned, IFT-B is thought to bind the kinesin II motor for anterograde
tra�cking and disruption of IFT-B proteins strongly impairs cilium assembly (Pazour et al. 2000; Tsao &
Gorovsky 2008).

Figure 8: Domain architecture of IFT-B complex components
Depicted sizes and domain borders correspond to the C. reinhardtii proteins. The IFT-B complex can be subdivided into two stable subcom-
plexes, IFT-B1 and IFT-B2.
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Figure 9: Schematic overview of the IFT-B complex
A. Interaction map of the IFT-B complex with all proteins identi�ed to date. IFT-B1 and IFT-B2 interact via IFT52/88 and IFT38/57, respectively.
Note that exact binding positions of IFT25/27 and IFT46/52 on the C-terminal part of IFT74/81, as well as the binding position of IFT56 on
IFT46 are not known. B. Currently available crystal structures of IFT-B complex components and domain truncations. (PDB IDs: 4uzz, 4uzy,
5n4a, 4lvp, 2yc2, 5fmr, 5fmu)

Extensive in vitro studies using recombinant proteins have led to an advanced understanding of IFT-B
complex architecture with mapped interactions between individual proteins or protein domains (Fig. 9A).
In the past years, our lab made signi�cant progress in the recombinant reconstitution of di�erently
sized IFT-B subcomplexes with the biggest one being an almost complete 15-subunit IFT-B complex
lacking only IFT56 (Taschner et al. 2011; Taschner et al. 2014; Taschner et al. 2016; Taschner & Lorentzen
2016a). The interaction between the two IFT-B complexes could recently be assigned to IFT88/52 on
the IFT-B1 side and IFT57/38 on the IFT-B2 side. Contacts between IFT proteins are mainly mediated
by hydrophobic interactions, which also explains IFT-B1 stability in salt concentrations above 2M. A
major challenge for studies on the IFT complex and for assigning speci�c functions to certain proteins
is the composite interaction network of the individual components. For example, both IFT52 and IFT74
directly interact with �ve other IFT-B1 proteins each (Fig. 9A), so that depletion of either one results in
severe complex destabilization and disassembly, leading to unspeci�c ciliogenesis phenotypes in vivo

(Richey & Qin 2012; Brown et al. 2015). This problem is not only restricted to one subcomplex, but also
expands to interactions linking IFT-B1 with IFT-B2 and the IFT-A complex and shows limitations of null
mutant-based phenotypic analysis. A more targeted approach deleting only certain protein domains or
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inserting point mutations in vivo that only disrupt speci�c interactions require detailed knowledge of
the domain architecture and the three-dimensional structure of the protein of interest. Nevertheless,
several functions of particular proteins could be identi�ed as yet, amongst which are binding of some
ciliary cargo proteins (for more information see section 2.5), sorting of ciliary membrane proteins at the
Golgi apparatus by IFT20 (Follit et al. 2006) and regulation of the anterograde-retrograde switch at the
tip of the cilium by IFT172 (Pedersen et al. 2005; Tsao & Gorovsky 2008).

Bioinformatic analysis of IFT-B proteins mostly revealed domains known to be involved in protein-
protein interactions (for an overview, see Fig. 8) (Taschner et al. 2012). Four proteins contain predicted
calponin homology (CH) domains of which two were experimentally shown to bind tubulin (IFT81
and IFT54, see section 2.5) whereas the other two (IFT57 and IFT38) function in mediating interactions
between IFT proteins (Bhogaraju et al. 2013b; Taschner et al. 2016). Other proteins are composed of
TPRs (IFT172, IFT88, IFT70, IFT56), coiled-coils (IFT81, IFT74, IFT57, IFT54, IFT38, IFT20) or WD40-
repeats/β-propellers (IFT172, IFT80). Exceptional cases are the two small proteins IFT27 and IFT22 that
show signi�cant sequence similarity to small GTPases of the Rab family and are therefore the only
proteins with potential enzymatic activity in the whole IFT complex. IFT27 and IFT22 are considered
promising candidates for regulation of IFT or cilium-associated processes and will be described in detail
in section 3.4.

High-resolution crystal structures of several IFT-B subunits are available to date and an overview of
those is given in Fig. 9B. However, most crystal structures comprise only domain truncations or minimal
interaction regions of complexes, and so far no structural information on larger assemblies could be
obtained. Further structural investigations will be required using complementary approaches of both
X-ray crystallography and single-particle cryo-EM for determination of three-dimensional structures of
larger IFT assemblies in order to understand the underlying molecular details of the ciliary tra�cking
process.

2.4 The BBSome

In addition to the IFT complex, a second multiprotein complex was discovered to cycle in the cilium
at the speed of IFT trains, and mutations in its components were found to cause a genetic disorder
in humans, the Bardet-Biedl syndrome (Blacque & Leroux 2006). The BBSome complex consists of
eight (or nine, dependent on the counting) individual proteins (BBS1, BBS2, (BBS3 = Arl6,) BBS4, BBS5,
BBS7, BBS8, BBS9, BBS18) and associates with IFT particles and the ciliary membrane (Nachury et al.
2007; Mourão et al. 2014; Williams et al. 2014). Knockout experiments showed that the BBSome is not
needed for cilium construction, but for establishing the correct composition of membrane proteins in
the cilium (Lechtreck et al. 2009b; Zhang et al. 2013; Langousis et al. 2016). While several membrane
proteins were found to accumulate, others were depleted from the cilium. Further studies led to the
notion that the BBSome acts as an adaptor between the IFT complex and membrane proteins such as
the Hh receptors Ptch1 and Smo (see section 1.2.2) and functions in tra�cking of membrane proteins in
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the cilium. Various interactions between individual BBSome proteins and signaling components have so
far been identi�ed (for an overview, see Mourão et al. 2016). Interestingly, IFT27 knockout mice showed
a phenotype of accumulated BBSome material at the ciliary tip, leading to the conclusion that IFT27 is
needed for ciliary export of the BBSome (Eguether et al. 2014), although the exact mechanism is still a
matter of debate (Seo et al. 2011; Liew et al. 2014). Additionally, IFT27 mutations were found in BBS
patients, supporting the functional connection between IFT27 and the BBSome (Aldahmesh et al. 2014).
Besides, a second direct interaction between the IFT complex and the BBSome was detected between
the IFT-A core protein IFT144 and BBS1 (Wei et al. 2012).

2.5 IFT cargo proteins

The ciliary organelle harbors several hundred proteins, most of which are considered to be actively
transported across the di�usion barrier. The IFT complex represents an adaptor complex, linking ciliary
cargo to molecular motor proteins for import into and export out of the cilium. Regarding the large
number of (putative) cargo proteins, remarkably little is known about speci�c IFT-cargo interactions.
In the previous section, the BBSome as a linker for membrane protein transport has been described.
The few interactions between IFT proteins and cargo proteins that have been identi�ed to date will be
described here.

A study in mice found that the IFT-A core complex binds and imports Tubby-like protein 3 (TULP3),
a protein that is needed for GPCR import into the cilium (Mukhopadhyay et al. 2010). However, it is
still unclear which of the three proteins (IFT122, IFT140 and IFT144) mediates the interaction. Another
direct interaction with an IFT-A protein was revealed between IFT144 and BBS1 and mutation of either
protein resulted in BBSome exclusion from the cilium (Wei et al. 2012).

More direct interactions with ciliary cargo could be identi�ed for IFT-B components, likely because
this subcomplex underwent extensive investigations in the past decade. A breakthrough �nding in
ciliary cargo import was the detection of a direct interaction between the IFT81/74 N-termini and
tubulin (Bhogaraju et al. 2013b), followed by identi�cation of a second tubulin site in IFT54 (Taschner
et al. 2016). For construction of a C. reinhardtii axoneme, approximately 350 000 tubulin dimers are
required (Bhogaraju et al. 2014), making it the most abundant ciliary cargo protein. IFT81 contains an
N-terminal CH domain that speci�cally binds the globular part of the α/β-tubulin heterodimer, whereas
the unstructured positively charged IFT74 N-terminus was shown to enhance the a�nity by binding to
the negatively charged tubulin E-hooks (Bhogaraju et al. 2013b).

ODAs and IDAs are large complexes and integral components of motile cilia responsible for ciliary
bending (see also section 1.1.1). Import of ODAs was shown to depend on the adaptor protein ODA16
(Ahmed & Mitchell 2005), which in turn mediates binding to the IFT-B1 protein IFT46 (Hou et al. 2007). A
recent study from our lab con�rmed the direct interaction between IFT46 and ODA16 using recombinant
proteins and mapped the binding interface to a region in the IFT46 N-terminal part (Taschner et al.
2017). IDAs on the other hand require IFT56 for ciliary tra�cking, most likely also via an adaptor
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protein (Ishikawa et al. 2014). As a potential candidate the HSP90-interacting protein TWI1 is under
investigation (Ishikawa et al. 2014), but con�rmation of a direct interaction is still missing.

Future research involving both in vitro studies with puri�ed IFT proteins and in vivo analysis of domain
deletion or point mutants will be required for identi�cation of additional cargo proteins and mapping of
interaction domains.

3 Small GTPases in ciliary construction and maintenance

GTP-binding proteins (G proteins) are a class of proteins that switch between an active and inactive
state to regulate a diverse range of cellular processes. Their most prominent members are heterotrimeric
G proteins that interact with GPCRs and regulate transmembrane signaling, and monomeric small
G proteins that take over functions in signaling, cell shaping and motility and vesicular membrane
transport. Since several small GTPases have been linked to cilium-related processes, the following
sections will give an overview on their structures and functions.

3.1 General structure and features of (small) GTPases

G proteins are characterized by altering between an active, GTP-bound state and an inactive, GDP-bound
state, thereby acting as molecular switches. The conversion between the two states is achieved by GTP-
hydrolysis and subsequent replacement of the GDP nucleotide and is facilitated by additional factors
(Bos et al. 2007). A schematic representation of the GTPase cycle is depicted in Fig. 10A. Since intrinsic
hydrolysis rates of small GTPases are usually very low, GTPase activating proteins (GAPs) stimulate
GTP hydrolysis by insertion of a catalytic residue into the active site. This can accelerate the speed of
reaction by several orders of magnitude (Wittinghofer & I. R. Vetter 2011). The inactive GTPase is then
reactivated by a guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) that catalyzes the replacement of GDP for
GTP by increasing the dissociation rate of GDP (Cher�ls & Zeghouf 2013). Due to the cytoplasmic excess
of GTP over GDP, the protein gets GTP-loaded and reactivated. Downstream e�ector proteins preferably
bind to the active GTP-bound form of small GTPases (I. R. Vetter & Wittinghofer 2001). Upon GAP-
assisted GTP-hydrolysis, interaction with the e�ector becomes destabilized and disturbed. GEFs/GAPs
usually are multidomain proteins that are selective for certain GTPases to guarantee signaling speci�city
(Bos et al. 2007).

The conserved approximately 20 kDa GTPase domain (G domain) is a common feature of all G proteins
and consists of a central six-stranded β-sheet surrounded by �ve α-helices (see Fig. 10A) (Wittinghofer
2014). Five conserved sequence motifs (G motifs G1-G5) are located in loop regions around the nucleotide-
binding pocket and are required for stable binding of GTP/GDP and the Mg2+-cofactor (I. R. Vetter &
Wittinghofer 2001) (for consensus sequences and positions see Fig. 10A). G1 (also termed phosphate-
binding (P) loop) ensures stable binding of the β-, and γ-phosphate. Residues in G2 and G3 interact
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Figure 10: Structure and features of small Rab GTPases
A. Cartoon representations of HsRab8 in its active, GTP-bound (left) and inactive, GDP-bound (right) form (PDB IDs: 4lhw,4lhv). Switch
regions are shown in yellow/orange and undergo the biggest conformational changes upon nucleotide exchange. Conserved G motifs sur-
rounding the nucleotide-binding pocket are depicted in blue and respective consensus sequences are indicated. The GTPase cycle is mediated
by GEF and GAP proteins. B. Detailed view of the G4 motif residues interacting with the nucleotide. The highly conserved Asp residue is
the major determinant of nucleotide speci�city, forming a bifurcated hydrogen bond with the guanine base.

with the γ-phosphate of GTP and the Mg2+-ion and are located in the so-called switch regions. Switch
regions (switch I and switch II) undergo the most signi�cant conformational changes during alternation
of the nucleotide state (Fig. 10A), and are stabilized upon interaction with the GTP γ-phosphate (Milburn
et al. 1990; Stroupe & Brunger 2000). This conformational change provides the structural basis for
GTP-dependent e�ector binding, as well as for binding of nucleotide state-dependent regulators. In the
GDP-bound state, switch I and II are less tightly bound and therefore often unstructured and invisible in
crystal structures. G4 is the major determinant of nucleotide speci�city, harboring a highly conserved
Asp residue that forms hydrogen bonds with the guanine base and that precludes binding of ATP. Besides,
the carbon chain of a Lys residue in G4 adjacent to Asp interacts with the purine ring system of the base
via a stacking interaction and forms a hydrogen bond with the ribose (Paduch et al. 2001) (Fig. 10B).
Part of the G5 motif also binds the guanine base, but it represents the least conserved sequence motif.

Small GTPases are monomeric proteins of 20 kDa to 25 kDa with most members (>150 in humans) found
in the Ras superfamily. Based on sequence and functional similarities, the Ras superfamily can be further
subdivided into Ras, Rho, Rab, Ran and Arf small GTPase families. Rab and Arf family members are
the main regulators of vesicular transport and membrane tra�cking and are involved in all key steps
from cargo sorting and budding at the donor membrane to vesicle fusion with the acceptor membrane
(Cooper 2000).
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3.2 Cellular functions of small Rab GTPases

Rab GTPases comprise the largest family of small GTPases with approximately 70 known members
in humans (Wandinger-Ness & Zerial 2014). They can be found in all eukaryotes and many of them
are closely related, both in sequence and function. Rab GTPases are crucial for regulation of vesicular
membrane tra�cking and are characterized by distinct features: They contain �ve conserved Rab family
sequence stretches clustering around the switch regions (F1-F5) and a variable cysteine motif at the
C-terminus that serves as a prenylation signal used for membrane association (Pereira-Leal & Seabra
2000; Stenmark & Olkkonen 2001). They cycle between an active GTP- and membrane-bound state and
an inactive GDP-bound cytosolic state, meaning that the nucleotide state determines their subcellular
localization. In their GTP-bound form, they localize to the cytosolic side of di�erent membrane-enclosed
compartments (donor membranes) where they can recruit a specialized set of e�ectors. Like other
GTPases, Rab proteins become inactivated by GAPs and upon inactivation they are released from the
membrane. This process is mediated by so-called Rab GDP-dissociation inhibitors (GDIs) that stabilize
the inactive state and shield the geranylgeranyl anchor from the aqueous solvent (Ullrich et al. 1993;
Cher�ls & Zeghouf 2013). GDIs on their part are considered to be regulated by GDI-displacement
factors (GDFs) that promote RabGDI dissociation and thus allow for another round of GTP-loading and
hydrolysis.

Vesicular membrane tra�cking is needed for stable membrane and organelle homeostasis, cellular
growth, cell proliferation and di�erentiation and intercellular signaling. Rab GTPases coordinate all
steps associated with membrane tra�cking, which are: 1) Recruitment of speci�c e�ectors and vesicle
formation at the donor membrane, 2) Budding from the donor membrane, 3) Uncoating of vesicles,
4) Directed vesicle movement along actin �laments and microtubules, 5) Tethering at the acceptor
membrane and 6) Membrane fusion (Stenmark 2009). Each of these processes has to be tightly regulated,
both spatially and temporally, to ensure correct delivery of compounds between di�erent subsets of
membranes.

While di�erent Rab GTPases show a high degree of structural similarity, their recruited e�ector proteins
are very heterogeneous both structurally and functionally. Dependent on the di�erent stage of the
transport process, they range from adaptor proteins and kinases to tethering factors or motor proteins.
Thus, distinct individual features have to be present in di�erent Rab GTPases to facilitate selective
e�ector binding. This speci�city can be attributed to switch I, switch II and the interswitch region (a loop
connecting α3 with β5), sequence stretches that show the greatest variability in Rab GTPases (Eathiraj
et al. 2005). Additionally, one Rab GTPase often binds several di�erent e�ectors dependent on its current
membrane localization. The mechanism of Rab targeting to their respective donor membranes is not yet
clearly understood, but it is assumed that GDFs play an important role in this step (Sivars et al. 2003).

The degree to which di�erent Rab proteins are dispensable is variable. While some Rab GTPases
are crucial for proper cellular functions, others are dispensable or can be displaced by related family
members. Knock-out studies and identi�cation of patient mutations have revealed that disturbance of
several Rab GTPase pathways can be linked to many genetic and pathogen-induced diseases, including
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immunological or neurological defects and cancer (Stenmark 2009). These disruptions are not limited
to Rab genes, but include mutations in genes encoding for e�ectors and regulatory proteins (Seabra
et al. 1993; Pastural et al. 1997; Ménasché et al. 2000). A recent collaborative study linking common
mutations in a Parkinson’s disease kinase to Rab-regulated pathways by a�ecting the binding ability of
certain Rabs to interaction partners is part of the results section of this thesis (see Paper B, starting on
page 74).

3.3 Small GTPases involved in ciliary targeting

Proteins involved in cilium formation and maintenance have to be actively transported to the ciliary
base prior to IFT/BBSome-mediated import and tra�cking within the organelle. While not much is
known about recruitment mechanisms and pathways of soluble ciliary proteins to the base, ciliary
targeting of membrane proteins has been studied more extensively over the past years. Similar to other
transmembrane proteins, receptors and channels destined for the ciliary compartment are synthesized
at the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), subsequently processed in the Golgi apparatus, and then sorted and
packaged into vesicles at the trans Golgi network (TGN). Membrane protein-enriched vesicles move
along the cytoskeleton to the cilium, where they fuse with the periciliary membrane. Subsequent import
of membrane proteins is likely mediated by the BBSome and the IFT machinery (Nachury et al. 2010)
(see section 2).

Figure 11: Schematic representation of ciliary membrane tra�cking
Ciliary targeting complexes (detailed view) form on the TGN membrane. Active Arf4 recognizes ciliary targeting sequences of ciliary mem-
brane cargo proteins and binds ASAP1, which in turn recruits the Arf4/Rab11 e�ector FIP3 and thus Rab11. ASAP1 acts as an Arf4-GAP and
leads to dissociation of inactive Arf4 from the complex. Rab11 on budding vesicles recruits its e�ector Rabin8, which mediates binding and
activation of Rab8. Active Rab8 regulates vesicle docking at the base of the cilium and facilitates association of ciliary membrane cargo with
the BBSome machinery for ciliary import. (BB = basal body, CM = ciliary membrane, PM = plasma membrane, TGN = trans Golgi network)
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Sorting of ciliary proteins at the TGN and correct targeting of vesicles requires recognition of ciliary
targeting sequences (CTSs). Several di�erent CTSs have been identi�ed to date (Tam et al. 2000; Geng
et al. 2006; Berbari et al. 2008), although they are not as conserved as the nuclear localization signal,
for instance. It has also been suggested that apart from speci�c amino acid sequences, certain post-
translational modi�cations contribute to the targeting signal (Follit et al. 2010). The �rst CTS was found
in the GPCR rhodopsin (see section 1.2.1, Photoreception) (Tam et al. 2000), a ciliary cargo whose sorting
machinery and ciliary tra�cking has been studied most extensively over the past decades (Deretic 1998;
Mazelova et al. 2009; M. Vetter et al. 2015).

Ciliary targeting of rhodopsin is accomplished by sequential binding of several factors, amongst them
the small GTPases Arf4, Rab11 and Rab8, and formation of a targeting complex (for a schematic overview,
see Fig. 11). The initial sorting machinery at the TGN consists of Arf4, the Arf4 GAP ASAP1, the small
GTPase Rab11 and the Arf4/Rab11 e�ector FIP3. Activated membrane-bound Arf4 recognizes and
binds the CTS of rhodopsin and recruits ASAP1 (Mazelova et al. 2009). ASAP1 is a large multidomain
sca�old protein that binds both Arf4 and the rhodopsin receptor and is thought to induce the membrane
curvature needed for vesicle formation through its BAR domain (J. Wang et al. 2012). Additionally,
ASAP1 binds FIP3 that on the other hand interacts as an e�ector for active Rab11 and stimulates the GAP
activity of ASAP1. Inactivated Arf4 dissociates from the complex and the transient ASAP1-Rab11-FIP3
complex subsequently recruits Rabin8 (J. Wang & Deretic 2015). Rabin8 is both an e�ector of Rab11
and a GEF for Rab8, facilitating association of Rab8 to the ciliary targeting complex and activating the
GTPase. Instead of consecutively binding FIP3 and Rabin8, Rab11 simultaneously binds the two e�ectors,
thus forming an unusual dual e�ector complex (M. Vetter et al. 2015). Rab8 is a known key regulator of
vesicle docking and fusion at the ciliary base and has been shown to interact with the BBSome, thus
providing a link between vesicular tra�cking and ciliary transport (Nachury et al. 2007).

3.4 IFT-associated Rab GTPases

Two integral components of the 22-subunit IFT complex have strong predicted sequence similarity to
small Rab GTPases: IFT22 (Rabl5) and IFT27 (Rabl4). Given the typical function of Rab family members
in the regulation of transport processes, they are considered as potential candidates for regulating IFT
or other cilium-related functions. Despite apparent similarities, IFT22 and IFT27 sequences di�er from
other Rabs as they do not contain a C-terminal prenylation motif required for membrane association.

3.4.1 IFT27 (Rabl4)

IFT27 contains well-conserved G-motif and Rab family sequences and has been shown to speci�cally
bind guanine nucleotides (Qin et al. 2007; Bhogaraju et al. 2011). The crystal structure con�rmed the
overall Rab GTPase fold (Fig. 9B) and complementary biochemical analysis detected low micromolar
a�nities for GDP and GTP as well as low but measurable GTP hydrolysis rates (Bhogaraju et al. 2011).
While low intrinsic GTPase activity is a common feature of small GTPases and is overcome by assistance
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of GAP proteins (see section 3.1), Ras family GTPases normally exhibit nucleotide a�nities in the
picomolar to nanomolar range (Simon et al. 1996). It is therefore hypothesized that IFT27 nucleotide
exchange might not require the presence of a GEF, similarly to some large GTPases (Uthaiah et al.
2003; Bhogaraju et al. 2011). Structure-based similarity searches detected the most signi�cant structural
overlap with Rab8 and Rab11, two of the key players in ciliary targeting complexes (see section 3.1),
suggesting their evolution from a common ciliary Rab ancestor.

In many organisms, IFT27 was found to directly interact with IFT25, a jelly-roll fold protein (Follit et al.
2009; Zhaohui Wang et al. 2009; Rual et al. 2005). Interestingly, organisms that lack homologs for IFT27
also lack IFT25, such as C. elegans, D. melanogaster and G. intestinalis, whereas T. thermophila does
contain IFT27, but not IFT25. This is in stark contrast to the high degree of conservation of other IFT-B
components and implicates that IFT25/27 serve functions other than cilium assembly. Biochemical in
vitro experiments using recombinant proteins from di�erent species showed that the IFT27 protein is
unstable without IFT25, while IFT25 stability does not depend on IFT27 (Taschner et al. 2011; Bhogaraju
et al. 2011; unpublished data from our lab). Consistently, IFT25 knockout in mice leads to depletion of
IFT27 (Keady et al. 2012), suggesting that IFT25 is needed for IFT27 stabilization in most organisms.

Functional analysis of IFT27 revealed that association with the IFT-B complex and thereby IFT tra�cking
depends on the active GTP-bound state of IFT27 and that the inactive state is excluded from entry into
the ciliary compartment (Eguether et al. 2014; Huet et al. 2014). Mouse knockout experiments of IFT25
and IFT27 showed formation of intact cilia, but severe birth defects due to abnormal Hh signaling. In
agreement with this, BBsome components as well as Hh signaling molecules (Ptch1, Smo) were found to
accumulate at the ciliary tip upon IFT25 or IFT27 depletion (Keady et al. 2012; Eguether et al. 2014). It
is thus assumed that IFT27 is needed for BBSome and membrane protein export (see also section 2.4),
although controversial models regarding the exact mechanism exist. While one study suggested a
direct interaction between IFT27 and Arl6 (BBS3) (Liew et al. 2014), the authors of another study rather
expected an additional linker protein to mediate the contact (Seo et al. 2011; Eguether et al. 2014). A
special e�ect was reported for T. brucei, where knockdown of IFT27 led to a retrograde IFT depletion
phenotype caused by the ciliary absence of IFT-A and the dynein motor (Huet et al. 2014). It is likely
that IFT27 plays functionally di�erent roles in unicellular species and in higher organisms.

Binding of IFT25/27 to the IFT-B1 complex was mapped to the C-terminal part of the IFT74/81 heterodimer
(Taschner et al. 2014) and since it was shown to be GTP-dependent, IFT74/81 can be considered an
e�ector of IFT27 that facilitates import of IFT27 into the cilium.

3.4.2 IFT22 (Rabl5)

In contrast to IFT27, very little is known about structural and biochemical properties of IFT22. IFT22
shows a high degree of sequence deviation from classical Rab proteins a�ecting both the Rab sequence
motifs and the G motifs. Since G4 is completely absent in IFT22 and G5 shows low conservation, IFT22
has been classi�ed as an atypical small GTPase (Schafer et al. 2006; Adhiambo et al. 2009). These two
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motifs are the major factors for guaranteeing guanine nucleotide speci�city (see section 3.1) and it is
unclear to date if IFT22 really is a functional nucleotide-binding protein, if it can bind ATP instead
of GTP and if it can hydrolyze any nucleotides. IFT22 was shown to undergo IFT in di�erent species
(Schafer et al. 2006; Yoshimura et al. 2007; Adhiambo et al. 2009; Silva et al. 2012) and the binding site
on IFT-B1 was mapped to a short and presumably α-helical sequence stretch in the middle part of the
IFT74/81 dimer (Taschner et al. 2014). Interestingly, neither the IFT81 nor IFT74 peptide alone was able
to bind IFT22 and only their combination e�ciently pulled down the small GTPase. Recombinant IFT
complex reconstitution experiments demonstrated that IFT22 is not required for IFT-B complex stability
(Taschner et al. 2014). Although IFT22 and IFT27 are both considered members of the Rab GTPase family
and integral components of IFT-B1 interacting with IFT74/81, they share only low sequence similarity
<15 % (Adhiambo et al. 2009).

Studies on IFT22 cellular function detected species-dependent di�erences. Knockout of IFT22 (IFTA-2) in
C. elegans did not impair cilium construction or IFT movement, but mutant worms showed phenotypes
of a prolonged lifespan and defective dauer stage formation, an alternative developmental stage of
nematodes (Schafer et al. 2006). Both e�ects are known to be associated with de�ciencies in the DAF-2
(insulin-IGF-1-like) receptor signaling pathway, suggesting a role for IFT22 in the regulation of ciliary
signaling cascades. In C. reinhardtii, IFT22 knockdown did not impair cilium morphology, but instead
in�uenced the cellular levels of other IFT proteins thus regulating the availability of IFT particles for
ciliary tra�cking (Silva et al. 2012). In contrast, RNAi knockdown of IFT22 in T. brucei led to severe
ciliogenesis defects and a phenotype linked to retrograde IFT inactivation, characterized by formation
of short �agella �lled with accumulated IFT material (Adhiambo et al. 2009).

Interestingly, IFT22 mutants mimicking the active GTP-bound and inactive GDP-bound state of the
putative small GTPase in C. elegans showed clear di�erences in localization: While the potentially
constitutively active mutant (D123L) localized to cilia and moved together with IFT particles similar to
wild type (WT) IFT22, the inactive mutant (T42N) was excluded from the cilium and delocalized all over
the cytoplasm, indicating that the nucleotide state could determine association with the IFT complex
(Schafer et al. 2006). However, this interpretation awaits in vitro con�rmation and biochemical analysis
of the mutants to ensure their proper functionality (Nottingham & Pfe�er 2014).

Similar to IFT27, IFT22 is not ubiquitously conserved throughout ciliated organisms. Homologs are
absent in the genomes of G. intestinalis and T. thermophila and both IFT22 and its IFT-B1 anchoring
proteins IFT74/81 are missing in D. melanogaster.

3.4.3 Rabl2

Recent studies linked a third Rab-like GTPase to the IFT-B complex, Rabl2. First hints at a cilium-related
function came from a study in mice, where mutations in Rabl2 led to male infertility due to reduced
sperm cell motility (Lo et al. 2012). The authors also detected immunoprecipitation with other IFT
proteins and proposed a potential role of Rabl2 in the import of several e�ector proteins into the sperm
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cell �agellum. Follow-up sequence analysis and in vivo studies in C. reinhardtii and mammalian cells
support the assumption that Rabl2 is indeed a ciliary protein transiently associating with the IFT-B1
complex (Eliáš et al. 2016; Nishijima et al. 2017; Kanie et al. 2017). Surprisingly, the interaction between
IFT-B1 and the small GTPase was once more mapped to IFT74/81, making the coiled-coil heterodimer a
binding platform for several Rab family GTPases (Nishijima et al. 2017; Kanie et al. 2017). Both studies
detected GTP-dependent association of Rabl2 with IFT74/81 and suggest high intrinsic hydrolysis rates,
although this notion still requires biochemical evidence.

In contrast to other IFT-B components, Rabl2 was not found to tra�c in the cilium, but instead localized
to the ciliary base. Disruption of Rabl2 however leads to cilium formation defects. The current model
therefore implies that Rabl2 functions in controlling ciliary entry of the IFT complex at the base, although
the exact mechanism remains to be discussed (Nishijima et al. 2017; Kanie et al. 2017).
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Aim of the thesis

Knowledge about ciliary functions as well as identi�cation of key players involved in cilium-associated
processes has tremendously increased over the past two decades. The view of cilia has long evolved from
considering the organelle a useless remnant to appreciating its vital role in many developmental stages.
IFT is the central process to ensure proper cilium formation and performance and is involved in almost all
cilium-related functions. Current knowledge about IFT is predominantly based on knockout/knockdown
in vivo studies in a series of model organisms, facing the issue of common phenotypes for many di�erent
IFT proteins through overall disruption of IFT complexes. More detailed information about individual
protein functions, direct protein-protein interactions, protein domain organizations and potential cargo
binding sites can be obtained by in vitro analysis of recombinant proteins and determination of high-
resolution structures of single components and subcomplexes.

While the general outline of the IFT cycle is widely explained, not much is known to date about the
regulation and molecular mechanisms of several key steps. Given their role in regulation of a variety
of cellular processes, small GTPases are promising candidates to function in IFT regulation as well.
Since two unusual small Rab-like GTPases are integral components of the IFT-B complex, they might
be involved in regulation of ciliary tra�cking. In my thesis project I focused on the structural and
biochemical characterization of the putative small GTPase IFT22 and the interaction with its direct
binding partners IFT74/81 to supplement previously published in vivo data on the topic. High-resolution
structures and biochemical/biophysical analysis of the three proteins could help to shed light on the
role of IFT22 and its association with IFT-B1 and point out possible future directions for research.
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Crystal structure of the intraflagellar
transport complex 22/74/81: IFT22

association with the IFT complex but
not with nucleotides is essential for

Trypanosoma brucei flagellum
construction

Stefanie Wachter, Jamin Jung, Shahaan Sha�q, Jerome Basquin, Cécile Fort,
Philippe Bastin and Esben Lorentzen

Intra�agellar transport (IFT) is the bi-directional movement of proteins along the ciliary
axoneme and is needed for construction and maintenance of the cilium organelle. IFT relies
on motor proteins and the IFT complex that likely serves as a binding platform for ciliary
cargo. IFT22 is an atypical small GTPase of the 22-subunit complex and exhibits functional
di�erences between organisms. Here, we present the crystal structures of IFT22 in complex
with GDP, GTP or GTP and IFT74/81. We detected a new G nucleotide-speci�c binding mode
bypassing the classical G4 motif and show that IFT74/81 is a conserved e�ector of IFT22.
Structure-based mutational analysis revealed that association of IFT22 to the IFT complex
is essential for �agellum construction in Trypanosoma brucei. Furthermore, we investigated
the impact of GTP-binding on IFT22 function and found that although binding to IFT74/81 is
signi�cantly reduced upon nucleotide exclusion in vitro, a nucleotide-binding mutant does
not show a strong phenotype in vivo. We therefore conclude that IFT22 GTP-hydrolysis is
not needed for ciliogenesis in trypanosomes.
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Paper A: Crystal structure of the IFT complex 22/74/81

1 Introduction

Cilia (or �agella) are important organelles needed for cell motility (San Agustin et al. 2015), morphogen-
esis (Kohl et al. 2003), sensory reception (Salinas et al. 2017) and several signaling pathways, such as
sonic hedgehog and PDGFRα signaling (Huangfu et al. 2003; Schneider et al. 2005). Cilia are tail-like
appendages protruding from the cell surface of nearly every eukaryotic cell type and are encountered
on multiple unicellular organisms and on almost all cells in the mammalian body with variable length
and number. For example, the protist Trypanosoma brucei, commonly known as the parasite causing
sleeping sickness, carries a motile �agellum that is required for development and disease pathogenesis
(Julkowska & Bastin 2009; Ralston et al. 2009; Langousis & Hill 2014). A microtubule-based axoneme
extending from the centriole-like basal body at the ciliary base is the central shape-giving element in
every cilium (Julkowska & Bastin 2009; Ishikawa & Marshall 2011; Langousis & Hill 2014; Ralston et al.
2009). The organelle is surrounded by the ciliary membrane, which is a continuous outgrowth of the
plasma membrane, but hosts a unique composition of lipids and membrane proteins (Emmer et al. 2010;
Serricchio et al. 2015). Cilia construction as well as maintenance of the organelle in almost all organisms
relies on a conserved active transport process termed intra�agellar transport (IFT) (Kozminski et al.
1993; Rosenbaum & Witman 2002). To date, more than 600 di�erent proteins have been identi�ed to
reside in the ciliary compartment (Pazour et al. 2005). IFT particles are thought to be responsible for
the selective transfer of ciliary cargo proteins from the cytoplasm through the di�usion barrier at the
transition zone. IFT is dependent on the motor proteins heterotrimeric kinesin II for anterograde (base
to tip) (Douglas G Cole et al. 1993; D G Cole et al. 1998; Prevo et al. 2015) and dynein 2 for retrograde
(tip to base) movement (Pazour et al. 1999; Porter et al. 1999; Signor et al. 1999) of cargo proteins and
turnover products. The IFT particle is a multiprotein complex that bridges the contact between motors
and ciliary cargo proteins (Bhogaraju et al. 2013a). It can be divided into biochemically distinct IFT-A and
IFT-B subunits, consisting of at least 6 and 16 individual proteins, respectively (Piperno & Mead 1997;
D G Cole et al. 1998; Taschner & Lorentzen 2016b). While inactivation of IFT-B complex components
or the kinesin motor typically leads to defects in cilium construction due to disrupted anterograde
IFT (Pazour et al. 2000; Absalon et al. 2008), IFT-A protein or dynein deletions produce phenotypes
associated with malfunctioning retrograde transport (Pazour et al. 1999; Blacque et al. 2006). Mutations
in IFT components and other ciliary proteins are the cause for a wide subset of genetic diseases and
developmental abnormalities, known as ciliopathies (Reiter & Leroux 2017). The IFT-B complex is
organized into two stable subcomplexes, the 10-subunit IFT-B1 (IFT22, IFT25, IFT27, IFT46, IFT52, IFT56,
IFT70, IFT74, IFT81, IFT88) (Lucker et al. 2005; Follit et al. 2009; Taschner et al. 2014; Ishikawa et al.
2014) and the 6-subunit IFT-B2 complex (Taschner et al. 2016).

In order to be able to assemble into large complexes and bind diverse cargo proteins, the vast majority
of IFT proteins are composed of protein-protein interaction domains such as coiled-coils, β-propeller
and tetratricopeptide repeats (Taschner et al. 2012). Two members of the currently supposed 22-subunit
IFT complex are predicted to be potential G-proteins, with Rab-like2 (Rabl2) being a recently discovered
possible third candidate (Lo et al. 2012; Kanie et al. 2017; Nishijima et al. 2017). IFT22 (Rabl5) and IFT27
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(Rabl4), both part of the B1-subcomplex, show signi�cant sequence homology to small GTPases of the
Rab family and are thus thought to play a regulatory role in IFT (Schafer et al. 2006; Adhiambo et al. 2009;
Qin et al. 2007; Bhogaraju et al. 2011). Rab GTPases are key regulators of vesicular membrane-tra�cking
(Stenmark 2009; Itzen & Goody 2011) and are usually organelle-speci�c proteins that cycle between
an active GTP-bound and inactive GDP-bound state. The crystal structure of IFT25/27 con�rmed the
overall Rab GTPase fold of IFT27 (Bhogaraju et al. 2011) and it was shown that association of IFT27 with
IFT-B1 and therefore ciliary localization and IFT tra�cking is dependent on GTP-binding (Eguether et al.
2014; Huet et al. 2014). Both IFT22 and IFT27 lack the C-terminal prenylation motif commonly found to
associate Rab GTPases with membranes and associate with the IFT complex via di�erent coiled-coil
regions of the IFT74/81 heterodimer (Taschner et al. 2014). Despite these similarities, IFT22 and IFT27
share only low sequence identity (<15 %) (Adhiambo et al. 2009).

Previous studies have classi�ed IFT22 as an atypical small GTPase with a high degree of sequence
variance from classical Rab proteins, particularly in sequences assigned to the conserved nucleotide-
binding pocket (Schafer et al. 2006; Adhiambo et al. 2009). IFT22 lacks the conventional G4 motif and
contains a highly diverse G5 motif, consensus sequences that are key players for interaction with the
guanine nucleotide base (Rensland et al. 1995; Itzen & Goody 2011; I. R. Vetter & Wittinghofer 2001).
Hence, it is uncertain whether IFT22 really is a functional GTPase and whether it can speci�cally bind
guanine nucleotides. Interestingly, in vivo studies in several ciliated organisms revealed functional
di�erences of IFT22 between species. Disruption of the Caenorhabditis elegans (Ce) homolog IFTA-2
does not a�ect cilium formation or IFT, but worms show de�ciencies in the DAF-2 (insulin-IGF-1-like)
signaling pathway, leading to an extended lifespan and abnormalities in dauer stage formation (Schafer
et al. 2006). In contrast, RNAi knockdown experiments of Rabl5 in Trypanosoma brucei (Tb) led to a
retrograde IFT inactivation phenotype that is characterized by short �agella �lled with IFT material
thus assigning an essential role to Rabl5 in correct �agellum construction (Adhiambo et al. 2009). In
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Cr), IFT22 was shown to control the cellular levels of both IFT-A and IFT-B
proteins and to regulate availability of particles participating in IFT (Silva et al. 2012). Intriguingly, IFT22
homologs are missing in the genomes of Giardia intestinalis and Tetrahymena thermophila, although IFT
is present in these ciliated organisms whereas Drosophila melanogaster lacks both IFT22 and IFT74/81
homologs (van Dam et al. 2013).

The diverse functions of IFT22 raise questions about the molecular structure and biochemical properties
of the protein, how it interacts with the IFT-B1 complex and which roles nucleotide binding and
hydrolysis play for IFT mediated cilium construction. In this study, we present the crystal structures of
recombinantly expressed and puri�ed GTP- and GDP-bound IFT22 and identify a new, unusual binding
mode for G-nucleotides in the absence of the classical G4 motif. The crystal structure of the trimeric
IFT22/74/81 complex allows us to determine residues critical for complex formation and reveals that the
IFT74/81 subcomplex is an e�ector of IFT22 that however retains some residual binding capacity for
the inactive nucleotide-free form of the small GTPase. In vivo experiments using structure-based IFT22
mutants in T. brucei demonstrate that association of IFT22 with IFT-B1 but not nucleotide-binding is
essential for ciliogenesis.
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2 Results

2.1 IFT22 is a specific guanine nucleotide-binding protein with a
low intrinsic hydrolysis rate

Due to the unusual sequences in the G4/G5 regions, it is unclear if IFT22 is a selective guanine nucleotide-
binding protein or may bind other purine nucleotides such as ATP (Taschner et al. 2012; Espinosa et
al. 2009). We investigated this for IFT22 from either T. brucei (Tb) or M. musculus (Mm) alone and
for IFT22 from T. brucei, M. musculus and C. reinhardtii (Cr) associated to helical fragments of two
other IFT-B proteins, IFT74 and IFT81 (Fig. 14B and Supplements, Fig. 19A). The truncated trimeric
IFT22/74/81 complex constitutes a minimal binding site for IFT22 (Taschner et al. 2014) and will be
referred to as “IFT22/74/81 core”. The used constructs are: TbIFT22/74342-401/81397-450 (see Fig. 13A),
CrIFT22/74398-459/81390-442 and MmIFT22/74352-406/81389-441).

We incubated IFT22 alone or the IFT22/74/81 core complex with excess of GTP and analyzed the content
of bound nucleotides after size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) using an HPLC-based system (Fig. 12E).
IFT22/74/81 core complexes from all three species bound GTP, albeit with di�erent a�nities. The
core complex from T. brucei incorporated the highest percentage of GTP, followed by C. reinhardtii

and last M. musculus. Notably, TbIFT22 bound less GTP than the TbIFT22/74/81 core complex and for
MmIFT22 no nucleotide could be detected, meaning that a�nities for GTP in context of the complex
increased and that this e�ect seems to be conserved. In order to con�rm this hypothesis, we removed
bound and co-puri�ed nucleotides from the T. brucei proteins and performed nucleotide-binding ex-
periments. Commonly used gentle methods for nucleotide removal such as EDTA- or SAP-treatment
could not eliminate the nucleotide completely. Only after unfolding TbIFT22 in 8M urea, followed by
protein re-folding and subsequent SEC, no GTP could be detected anymore via HPLC (Fig. 19C). We
measured the a�nities for GTP- and GDP-binding by titration experiments with �uorescently labeled
non-hydrolysable GTP/ATP derivatives (mant-GMPPNP/mant-AMPPNP) or GDP (mant-GDP) using a
�uorescence spectrophotometer. TbIFT22 bound the GTP analog with a Kd of 2 µM and GDP with a Kd

of around 20 µM (Fig. 12A, left and middle panel). These weak micromolar a�nities are in the same
range as reported for IFT27 (Bhogaraju et al. 2011) and might indicate that nucleotide exchange does not
require a guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF), as it is the case for some large GTPases (Uthaiah
et al. 2003). No binding could be observed for the ATP analog (Fig. 12A, right panel). We therefore
conclude that IFT22 is a speci�c guanine nucleotide-binding protein.

In addition to the small GTPase alone, we also measured the a�nities for GDP/GTP in context of the
TbIFT22/74/81 core complex. We found that a�nities for GTP and GDP in context of the complex
increased by about two- and threefold, respectively (Fig. 12A, left and middle panel), supporting the
described increase in a�nity for nucleotides upon complex formation.

We also tested the intrinsic GTPase activity of TbIFT22 and detected very low but measureable hydrolysis
rates for both the protein alone and when associated to the core complex with IFT74/81, although the
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latter showed an almost 3-fold increased rate (1.7 × 10−3min−1 and 4.7 × 10−3min−1, respectively)
(Supplements, Fig. 19E). These values lie in the same order of magnitude as reported intrinsic hydrolysis
rates of other small GTPases (Simon et al. 1996; Sche�zek & Ahmadian 2005; Bhogaraju et al. 2011). We
assume that if cellular IFT22 function includes a classical GTPase cycle, a GTPase activating protein
(GAP) is required to stimulate nucleotide turnover.

Figure 12: IFT22 is an unusual guanine speci�c Rab GTPase
A. IFT22 nucleotide-binding experiments. Fluorescence measurements using increasing amounts of IFT22 and IFT22/74342-401/81397-450 in-
cubated with mant-labeled GDP (mant-GDP) or non-hydrolysable GTP/ATP analogs (mant-GMPPNP/mant-AMPPNP). The �uorescence in-
tensity is plotted as a function of protein concentration. Data were �tted to a single-site binding model equation for dissociation constant
(Kd) determination. Kds and data points are indicated as means with standard deviations of three independent experiments. B. Structural
comparison of GTP-bound HsRab8A (light purple, PDB ID: 4lhw) and TbIFT22 (green) depicted in cartoon representation. Nucleotides are
shown as sticks and Mg2+ as balls. IFT22 exhibits an overall Rab GTPase fold with a missing α4 helix. Unstructured regions in the crystal
structure are represented with dotted lines. The zoomed-in view shows a superposition of the nucleotide-binding pocket. While classical
GTPases form hydrogen bonds between a conserved Asp of the G4 motif (NKxD) and the guanine base, IFT22 instead utilizes D175 sitting in
the sequence-wise remote G5 loop. C. Topology diagrams of classical Rab GTPases and IFT22. Positions of the conserved nucleotide-binding
G-motifs (G1-G5) as well as switch regions are indicated. D. Superposition of GTP- (green) and GDP-bound (light green) TbIFT22. Switch re-
gions are marked in yellow and dotted lines indicate disordered loops not modeled in the structures. E. HPLC GTP-elution pro�les of puri�ed
IFT22 proteins and small IFT22/74/81 core complexes from di�erent organisms. Same amounts of each protein (complex) were injected.
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2.2 The crystal structures of IFT22 with nucleotides reveal an unusual
GTP/GDP-binding mode

To address the molecular basis of nucleotide binding of IFT22 with its unusual G4/G5 sequence motifs,
we over-expressed and puri�ed TbIFT22 and MmIFT22. Crystals were obtained for TbIFT22 and the
structure was determined by molecular replacement at a resolution of 2.3Å. Data and re�nement
statistics are summarized in Table 1 on page 67. As expected, IFT22 exhibits the overall fold of a
Rab GTPase, containing a mixed six-stranded β-sheet surrounded by α-helices (Fig. 12B, right image).
However, in contrast to classical GTPases that contain �ve α-helices, IFT22 is missing the α4 helix
between β5 and β6 (Fig. 12C). When comparing the IFT22 structure to 3D protein structures currently
available in the protein data bank using the Dali server (Holm & Sander 1993), IFT22 is most similar
to structures of other Rab family GTPases with the closest match being HsRab8A (PDB ID: 4lhw),
superposing with a root mean square deviation (rmsd) of 2.4Å (Fig. 12B). Curiously, the IFT22 structure
shows a GTP-molecule bound in the nucleotide-binding pocket although no GTP was added to the
crystallization setup (Supplements, Fig. 19F, left image). Therefore, GTP was co-puri�ed from the E. coli

extract. Previous sequence analyses have demonstrated that IFT22 features unusual sequences in regions
of the so-called G motifs. G motifs are �ve conserved sequence motifs located in loop regions around the
nucleotide-binding pocket that harbor the main nucleotide-interacting residues (see sequence alignment
in Supplements, Fig. 18). IFT22 does not contain the conventional G4 sequence and shows high diversity
in G5. These motifs contain amino acids interacting with the base and guaranteeing speci�city for
guanine over adenine (Rensland et al. 1995; Paduch et al. 2001). The structure reveals that TbIFT22
bypasses the classical binding mode using Asp175 instead of the canonical Asp from the NKxD (G4)
motif to form the bifurcated hydrogen bond with the guanine base (see detailed view in Fig. 12B). While
the classical G4 motif is positioned in a loop connecting β5 with α4, Asp175 is located between β6 and
α5* (Fig. 12C), adjacent to the G5 sequence in T. brucei. Remarkably, IFT22 homologs from D. rerio (Dr)
and mammals (Mm, Hs) possess a Glu residue in the same position (Supplements, Fig. 18) indicating a
potentially similar binding mechanism in those species.

2.3 IFT22 exhibits unstructured switch regions in both the GDP- and
GTP-bound structure

Next, we performed crystallization trials with nucleotide-free refolded TbIFT22 with and without addition
of GDP excess. While we could not obtain crystals for the Apo protein, IFT22 in presence of GDP
crystalized and we could solve the structure of GDP-IFT22 at a resolution of 2.5Å (see unbiased Fo-Fc
map of the GDP-nucleotide in Supplements, Fig. 19F). Surprisingly, no major conformational change
was observed between the GTP- and GDP-bound states of IFT22 (Fig. 12D) and both switch regions,
regions that normally undergo major conformational changes between the active and inactive state
of small GTPases (I. R. Vetter & Wittinghofer 2001; Mourão et al. 2014), are partially unstructured in
both crystal structures. While switch I and II of inactive GDP-bound GTPases are known to be rather
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�exible and thus likely to be invisible in crystal structures, active GTP-bound forms usually exhibit
a rigid fold of their switch regions that provide a stable interaction surface for downstream e�ector
binding. The aforementioned observation that the IFT22/74/81 core binds nucleotides stronger than
IFT22 alone together with the fact that switch regions are not ordered in both TbIFT22 structures suggest
that interaction with IFT74/81 might occur via switch I/II, thereby stabilizing the nucleotide-binding
pocket.

2.4 Structural characterization of the IFT22/7479-401/811-450

subcomplex

In order to further investigate the mode of interaction between IFT22 and the IFT-B1 complex components
IFT74/81, we set out to obtain a structure of the trimeric complex. TbIFT74 and TbIFT81 are 68 kDa (602
residues) and 84 kDa (740 residues) proteins, respectively (Fig. 13A). It should be mentioned that we
obtained an IFT74 sequence from extracted genomic trypanosome DNA that contains a 6 amino acid
insertion compared to the published sequence in the TriTrypDB database (Tb927.7.3370, 596 residues)
(Aslett et al. 2010) in the N-terminal part of the protein. This RPGSQM insertion is a repetitive sequence
that is present in three consecutive copies in the annotated IFT74 sequence, but in four copies in our
full-length (FL) construct. Since this part of the protein is predicted to be unstructured, we assume
that this is a natural protein variant that does not a�ect IFT74 function. The IFT74 residue numbering
in this publication will refer to the 602 aa protein version. Both IFT74 and IFT81 are predicted to be
long coiled-coil proteins that are likely to be remote homologs (sequence identity 26 % for Tb proteins
according to BLAST search (Altschul et al. 1990)). They were shown to directly interact with each
other (Lucker et al. 2005; Kobayashi et al. 2007; Taschner et al. 2011) via their coiled-coil domains and
build a binding platform for the IFT-B1 components IFT22, IFT25/27 and IFT46/52 (Taschner et al. 2014).
Apart from their coiled-coil regions, IFT74/81 possess a heterodimeric tubulin-binding module at their
N-termini. IFT81 harbors an N-terminal calponin homology (CH) domain that speci�cally recognizes
the globular part of the α/β-tubulin dimer, whereas IFT74 binds the acidic tubulin E-hooks with a basic
sequence stretch, leading to increased a�nity (Bhogaraju et al. 2013b).

Since IFT22/74/81 core complexes did not yield any crystals, we co-expressed and puri�ed longer
constructs of TbIFT74/81 with TbIFT22, spanning the N-terminal predicted coiled-coil domains up to
the IFT22 binding region. The positively charged IFT74 N-terminus is prone to degradation and was
consequently removed (leading to TbIFT7479-401). We tested complexes with (TbIFT811-450) and without
(TbIFT81143-450) IFT81 CH domain (Supplements, Fig. 20A, B), however only the TbIFT22/74/81 complex
with CH domain crystalized (Supplements, Fig. 20C). The structure was solved at 3.2Å resolution from
a dataset derived from a selenomethionine substituted protein crystal (see Table 1 on page 67), because
native crystals di�racted signi�cantly worse.

The TbIFT22/7479-401/811-450 crystal structure reveals an elongated coiled-coil complex with compact
side view packing and globular parts of the IFT81 CH domain and the IFT22 GTPase at its distal ends
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Figure 13: Overall structure of the N-terminal IFT22/74/81 complex
A. Domain organization of the small GTPase IFT22 and its IFT-B1 interaction partners IFT74 and IFT81. Numbers refer to the Tb pro-
teins and indicate di�erent constructs used in this study. The crystal structure constructs are highlighted in color. Coiled-coils positions
are depicted based on prediction from the PCOILS webserver. (CH = calponin homology, cc = coiled-coil). B. Crystal structure of the
TbIFT22/7479-401/811-450 subcomplex in two orientations related by a 90° rotation and shown in cartoon representation. GTP is shown as
sticks. IFT22 is depicted in green, IFT74 in orange and IFT81 in grey. Coiled-coils are numbered ccI to ccVI. C. Zoomed-in view of the
N-terminal TbIFT81 CH domain (grey) with superposed CrIFT81 CH domain (brick-red). Basic tubulin-binding residues are highlighted in
yellow and light orange, respectively. D. Zoomed-in view of the IFT22-binding site on IFT74/81 ccVI with ordered switch regions depicted
in yellow.
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(Fig. 13B). The oblonged IFT74/81 structure can be subdivided into six separate coiled-coils (ccI to ccVI),
linked via sharp kinks. Boundaries of these coiled-coils do not match very well with previously predicted
coiled-coils from the PCOILS webserver (as mapped in Fig. 13A) (Alva et al. 2016). Structural similarity
search of IFT74/81 ccI to ccVI using the Dali server resulted in a list of coiled-coil but otherwise unrelated
proteins, with the closest match being a short truncation of the mRNA localization machinery protein
Bicaudal D1 superposing with an rmsd of 6.3Å. The IFT81 CH domain is connected via a 15-residue
linker to the coiled-coil sca�old of ccI and is �xed in its orientation by residue interactions between the
last CH domain helix (Q118-Q131) and ccI. Besides, the N-terminal part of the CH domain is making
crystal contacts to neighboring molecules in the lattice that are likely to be important for crystallization,
since the complex with eliminated CH domain did not crystalize.

Interestingly, IFT22 switch regions are ordered in the IFT22/74/81 complex structure and mediate
binding to ccVI of IFT74/81 (Fig. 13D), as hypothesized. This implies that complex formation stabilizes
the conformation of switch I and II and explains why nucleotide-binding a�nities as well as GTP
hydrolysis rates are slightly enhanced in context of the IFT22/74/81 core complex when compared
to IFT22 alone (Fig. 12E and Supplements, Fig. 19E). As already observed for the small core complex,
the IFT22/7479-401/811-450 crystal structure complex was puri�ed with IFT22 in a GTP-loaded state
(con�rmed by HPLC) and was set up for crystallization with additional excess of GTP at 4 ◦C. Although
the nucleotide-base part does not exhibit a de�ned unbiased Fo-Fc di�erence electron density, the sugar
and phosphate part of the nucleotide as well as the divalent Mg2+-ion are clearly visible in the map
and provide evidence that the trimer structure contains IFT22 with unhydrolyzed GTP (Supplements,
Fig. 19F, right image).

2.5 TbIFT81 and CrIFT81 CH domains show a similar organization of
critical tubulin-binding residues

Previous studies from our group have identi�ed two out of the four predicted CH domains present in
the IFT-B complex to be tubulin-binding sites (Bhogaraju et al. 2013b; Taschner et al. 2016) that probably
mediate IFT of α/β-tubulin needed for construction and maintenance of the ciliary axoneme (Hao et al.
2011; Craft et al. 2015). The crystal structures of both CrIFT81 CH and Cr/MmIFT54 CH display basic
Arg/Lys-rich patches on their surfaces and extensive reversed-charge mutations of these areas abolish
tubulin-binding. In contrast, the CH domains of IFT57 and IFT38 do not contain basic residues in similar
positions to either the IFT81 or IFT54 CH domain in sequence alignments and were shown to interact
with other components of the IFT-B complex instead (Taschner et al. 2016).

The crystal structures of Cr and TbIFT81 CH domains are very much alike and superpose with an rmsd
of 1.9Å (sequence identity 32 %). Spatial arrangements of critical basic tubulin-binding residues are
conserved (Fig. 13C), indicating a similar binding interface.
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Figure 14: IFT74/81 shows e�ector binding for IFT22
A. Surface conservation of the IFT22-IFT74/81 binding site. The top left image shows the IFT22-binding site in cartoon representation from top
view. Arrows point towards IFT22 (top right) and IFT74/81 (bottom left) structures in similar orientations in surface representation colored
according to their sequence conservation. IFT74/81 ccVI displays a highly conserved patch at the IFT22-binding interface (black dashed
circle). A 180° rotation of IFT22 (bottom right) exhibits a likewise conserved patch at the IFT74/81-binding interface (black dashed circles;
position of the IFT74/81 helices are marked with light grey lines). Conserved residues are marked and labeled according to the Tb sequence.
Conservation coloring is based on Clustal Omega multiple sequence alignments withHs, Mm, Dr, Tb, Cr andCe sequences (Fig. 18 and Fig. 20E)
and ConSurf conservation grades. B. SDS-PAGE gels of puri�ed IFT22/74/81 core complexes from di�erent organisms. IFT74/81 constructs
were designed based on sequence alignments (Fig. 20E) and resulting complexes are TbIFT22/74342-401/81397-450, CrIFT22/74398-459/81390-442,
MmIFT22/74352-406/81389-441. C. Detailed view of the IFT22-IFT74/81 binding site in two perpendicular orientations showing interacting
residues in stick representation. Residues provided by IFT22 switch I and II are shown in yellow, whereas IFT22 non-switch region interactions
are colored in green. The IFT74 helix is shown in orange and IFT81 in grey. Two residues chosen for mutational analysis are highlighted in
red (R43 and A86). Most interactions are mediated by the switch regions of IFT22.

2.6 The IFT74/81 complex interacts via a conserved surface patch and
is an e�ector of IFT22

We further analyzed the surface conservation of the IFT22/74/81 complex and found that both IFT22
and the IFT74/81 ccVI display a highly conserved patch right at the interaction surface between the two
modules (Fig. 14A, based on Clustal Omega sequence alignments of Hs, Mm, Dr, Tb, Cr, Ce sequences and
ConSurf conservation grades (Sievers et al. 2011; Landau et al. 2005)), suggesting that the binding site and
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binding mode of IFT22 to the IFT-B1 complex are similar in di�erent organisms. This was con�rmed by
expression and puri�cation of stable Tb, Cr and Mm IFT22/74/81 core complexes that were designed based
on sequence alignments (Fig. 14B and Supplements, Fig. 20E) (constructs: TbIFT22/74342-401/81397-450,
CrIFT22/74398-459/81390-442, MmIFT22/74352-406/81389-441). Moreover, we show that TbIFT22 e�ciently
pulls down a puri�ed CrIFT25/27/74/81 complex (Supplements, Fig. 20G), thereby forming a stable
pentameric IFT-B1 chimera.

E�ectors are proteins that preferably interact with the switch regions of the active GTP-bound state
of small GTPases (I. R. Vetter & Wittinghofer 2001), typically exhibiting changes in a�nity of 500- to
1000-fold with nucleotide exchange (Leung & Rosen 2005). The crystal structure reveals that most of
the IFT74/81-interacting residues of IFT22 are contributed by switch I and II (Fig. 14C) and IFT22 is
bound to IFT74/81 in the GTP-loaded state, making the IFT74/81 subcomplex a classical e�ector of
IFT22. Unfortunately, the IFT74/81 constructs used in the crystal structure as well as the constructs
for the IFT22/74/81 core complex proved to be unstable when puri�ed without IFT22 and had a strong
tendency to degrade C-terminally, thus eliminating the IFT22-binding site. We therefore were unable
to perform direct pulldown experiments with IFT74/81 and inactive GDP-loaded (or nucleotide-free)
IFT22. However, we could obtain a nearly full-length TbIFT25/27/74/81 complex (with the exception
of IFT74 where the �rst 79 residues were truncated for stability reasons) upon expression in insect
cells and determined the Kd of GTP-TbIFT22 binding to the tetrameric complex by isothermal titration
calorimetry (ITC) measurements to be in the low nanomolar range (Supplements, Fig. 20D), implying
very strong binding.

2.7 Association of IFT22 to IFT-B1 (via IFT74/81) is essential for
flagellum assembly in trypanosomes

To demonstrate the signi�cance of the candidate interaction domain, we inserted two mutations in
the conserved IFT74/81-interacting patch on IFT22, R43A or R43E adjacent to switch I and A86R in
switch II (highlighted in red in Fig. 14C). A86R inserts a long, charged amino acid side chain that leads
to steric clashes with the interacting IFT74 helix, R43A disrupts the salt bridge E432IFT81-R43IFT22, and
R43E inserts a repulsive charge in the same position. Pulldowns of untagged mutant IFT22 proteins
on the short His-tagged TbIFT74/81 core peptides showed that while R43A is still pulled down from
cell lysates (though in lower amounts than WT IFT22), R43E and A86R are obviously unable to bind to
the short IFT74/81 core complex helices (Fig. 15A, third Ni pulldown lane, and Supplements, Fig. 20F).
We also tested the TbIFT22 A86R mutant in pulldowns with the longer TbIFT7479-401/811-450 fragments
(Fig. 15B, third Ni pulldown lane) and the puri�ed TbIFT25/27/74/81 complex expressed in insect cells
(Fig. 15C), with similar results. Both the crystal structure and the full-length IFT74/81 constructs did not
bind the A86R mutant.

We next investigated the consequences of the A86R mutation on the interaction between IFT22 and
IFT74/81 in vivo in T. brucei cells. GFP::IFT22 was shown to tra�c in the �agellum (Adhiambo et al.
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Figure 15: Analysis of di�erent IFT22 mutants
A. SDS-PAGE gel of a Ni2+-NTA pulldown using His-tagged IFT74342-401/81397-450 core complex peptides and untagged IFT22 (WT and
mutants). Pulldowns were done from cell lysates of co-expressed proteins. Lanes 1-4 show similar total expression levels of the di�erent
co-expressed constructs (input samples). Lanes 5-8 show pulldown elutions. Both IFT22 S19N (inactive GTP-binding mutant) and A86R
(IFT74/81-binding mutant) fail to bind to the IFT74/81 core complex peptides. B. SDS-PAGE gel of a Ni2+-NTA pulldown using the His-
tagged IFT7479-401/811-450 crystal structure constructs and untagged IFT22 (WT and mutants). Pulldowns were done from cell lysates of
co-expressed proteins. Lanes 1-4 show similar total expression levels of the di�erent co-expressed constructs (input samples). Lanes 5-8
show pulldown elutions. Again, both IFT22 S19N (inactive GTPase mutant) and A86R (IFT74/81-binding mutant) are not pulled down by the
IFT74/81 complex. C. SDS-PAGE gel of a Ni2+-NTA pulldown of the puri�ed full-length IFT25/27/74/81 complex on His-tagged IFT22 (WT
and A86R mutant). The IFT74/81-binding mutant IFT22 A86R fails to pull down the tetrameric complex. (WT = wild type)

2009), but conditions for proper quanti�cation were not available at the time. We therefore acquired
videos of GFP::IFT22 tra�cking and quanti�ed the movement by kymograph analysis (Buisson et al.
2013). Anterograde movement of GFP::IFT22 occurred at a frequency of 0.84 s−1 and at an average speed
of 2.73 ± 0.69 µms−1 (n = 218). These values are in the same range as observed for GFP::IFT27 (Huet
et al. 2014) or GFP::IFT52 (Buisson et al. 2013). RNAi silencing of IFT22 resulted in a spectacular defect
of retrograde transport (Adhiambo et al. 2009). To con�rm this phenotype was speci�c and not due
to an o�-target e�ect, an RNAi-resistant version of IFT22 was fused to GFP to discriminate it from
the product of the endogenous gene and expressed in the IFT22RNAi cell line (Fig. 16A). For the sake
of simplicity, this IFT22RNAi+GFP::IFT22 RNAi resistant cell line will be called IFT22R. Western blot
analysis using an anti-IFT22 demonstrated that the GFP::IFT22 fusion protein displayed the expected
motility on gel (expected weight 52 kDa) and was detected alongside the endogenous protein (expected
MW 24 kDa) (Fig. 16B). Video-microscopy on live cells demonstrated typical IFT tra�cking (Video S1).
Addition of tetracycline triggered RNAi knockdown of the endogenous IFT22 with the same e�ciency
as in the IFT22RNAi cell line alone (Fig. 16B). However, the GFP::IFT22R fusion protein was not a�ected
(Fig. 16B, last lane). This was con�rmed in live cells (Video S2). Of note, the signal-to-noise ratio
for GFP::IFT22R in the �agellum was better in induced conditions, indicating a competition with the
endogenous untagged IFT22 protein. Immuno�uorescence assays (IFA) with an anti-IFT172 monoclonal
antibody and a marker of the axoneme were used to further characterize the phenotypes (Fig. 16D). As
expected, knockdown of IFT22 in the IFT22RNAi cell line led to the emergence of cells with tiny �agella
usually �lled with IFT material (Fig. 16D, second row), as previously reported (Adhiambo et al. 2009).
By contrast, expression of the GFP::IFT22R rescued the phenotype as these cells displayed normal IFT
distribution and possess �agella of normal length (Fig. 16D, third row). These results formally prove
that the phenotype is indeed due to IFT22 knockdown and not to o�-target e�ects and demonstrate that
IFT22 is a bona �de IFT protein essential for retrograde transport.
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Figure 16: The IFT22 A86R does not sustain IFT and cannot rescue the absence of IFT22
A. Strategy used to evaluate the biological signi�cance of IFT22 mutations. Boxes represent coding sequences and undulated lines correspond
to mRNA. Cell lines used contain the two endogenous copies (trypanosomes are diploid) of IFT22, a single copy of an RNAi-resistant version
(dashed blue) fused to GFP (green) expressed from the PFR locus and a construct for expression of double-stranded IFT22 RNA under the
control of tetracycline-inducible promoters. In the absence of tetracycline, there is no dsRNA and mRNA originating from all three genes is
present. However, addition of tetracycline triggers the production of dsRNA that result in degradation of transcripts from the endogenous
genes but not from the recoded one. B. Western blot analysis of the indicated cell lines probed with the anti-IFT22 antibody (bottom)
and with an anti-PFR as loading control (top). C. Western blot analysis of the IFT22RNAi+GFP::IFT22R A86R cell line probed with the anti-
IFT22 antibody (bottom) and with an anti-BiP as loading control (top). D. IFA with the indicated cell lines and conditions using the mAb25
(marker for the axoneme, central panels) and an anti-IFT172 antibody (marker for IFT, bottom panels). The top panels show the phase
contrast image merged with DAPI (cyan) that stains nuclear and mitochondrial DNA. E. Sections of IFT22RNAi+GFP::IFT22R (top panels)
or IFT22RNAi+GFP::IFT22R A86R (bottom panels) were analysed by transmission electron microscopy. Sections through the �agellar pocket,
the transition zone and the �agellum are shown. Scale bars are 500 nm (�agellar pocket sections) or 200 nm (transition zone and �agellum
sections). The white arrow indicates an endocytic vesicle budding o� the �agellar pocket whereas the black one points at an IFT train. (Axo
= axoneme, Bb = basal body, PFR = para�agellar rod, TZ = transition zone)
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An RNAi-resistant version of GFP::IFT22 carrying the A86R mutation was expressed in trypanosomes
in the tetracycline-inducible IFT22RNAi cell line. This GFP::IFT22R A86R version will be referred to as
A86R. Western blot analysis showed the expected motility for the fusion protein as well as e�cient
and speci�c silencing of the endogenous version of IFT22 (Fig. 16C). In both non-induced and induced
conditions (leading to knock-down of the endogenous IFT22 protein), the A86R protein does not display
IFT, fails to localize to the �agellum and accumulates throughout the cytoplasm (Video S3 and S4). Phase
contrast observation showed the emergence of cells with tiny �agella �lled with IFT172 protein or even
no �agella (Fig. 16D, last row). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis was performed on
tetracycline-induced IFT22R and A86R cell lines. It revealed that the base of the �agellum was properly
inserted in the �agellar pocked but that the �agella were very short and contained excessive amount of
electron-dense material (Fig. 16E, �rst two columns). The transition zone was properly assembled and
displayed the normal morphology (Fig. 16E, third column) including the typical collarette that surrounds
its proximal part (Trépout et al. 2018). By contrast, sections through the �agella revealed abnormal
microtubule organisation and excessive IFT material (Fig. 16E, last two columns). This corresponds
to the typical phenotype for IFT22 RNAi silencing (Fig. 16D, second row) and con�rms that the A86R
protein cannot rescue the phenotype.

Our results demonstrate that association of IFT22 to the IFT-B1 complex via IFT74/81 and localization of
the small GTPase to IFT trains and the ciliary compartment is crucial for proper organelle assembly in
trypanosomes.

2.8 An inactive GTP-binding mutant shows significantly reduced
a�inity to IFT74/81, but does not cause a strong e�ect in vivo

Because of previously mentioned di�culties regarding the analysis of GDP-loaded IFT22, we investigated
di�erent nucleotide-binding mutants (Fig. 17A) to evaluate the e�ect of nucleotide hydrolysis states
and to assess the importance of the GTPase cycle for IFT22 function. First, we mutated the unusual
Asp175 that binds the guanine base. A D to E conversion exhibits signi�cantly reduced, though still
clearly detectable nucleotide-binding abilities (approx. 10-fold reduction in Kd compared to WT, Fig. 17B,
blue dots). This is in accordance with the fact that several IFT22 homologs have an E residue in the
position of D175 of TbIFT22 (Supplements, Fig. 18). Complete removal of the negatively charged side
chain by a D to A mutation has a much stronger e�ect and TbIFT22 D175A alone hardly shows any
nucleotide-binding capacity in titration experiments (Fig. 17B, blue triangles, no curve �tting possible).
However, when analyzing the D175A mutant in context of the small core complex, we found that the
mutant core complex still co-puri�ed with GTP (con�rmed by HPLC) and titration experiments revealed
a detectable nucleotide a�nity for the GTP analog (approx. 70-fold reduction in Kd compared to WT
IFT22/74/81 core complex) (Fig. 17B, dark blue outlined triangles).

The impact of the D175A mutation was tested in trypanosomes by expressing an RNAi-resistant version
fused to GFP in the IFT22RNAi background as described above. Western blot analysis showed correct
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Figure 17: The inactive GTPase mutant only shows a mild phenotype in vivo
A.Cartoon representation of IFT22 (grey) with positions of two nucleotide-binding mutants highlighted. GTP is shown in stick representation
and Mg2+ as a ball. D175 (blue) is the unusual residue binding the guanine base (Fig. 12B), while S19 (pink) is a conserved residue needed for
coordination of the Mg2+ cation. It is commonly point mutated in small GTPases to mimic an inactive GTPase state. B. Nucleotide-binding
experiments of IFT22 nucleotide-binding mutants D175E, D175A and S19N with �uorescently labeled nucleotides. Only the S19N mutation
(light pink) abolished IFT22 nucleotide-binding ability completely. C. SDS-PAGE gel of a Ni2+-NTA pulldown of the puri�ed full-length
IFT25/27/74/81 on His-tagged IFT22 (WT and S19N mutant). In contrast to previous pulldowns on truncated IFT74/81 (Fig. 15A, B), the inactive
GTP-binding mutant shows pull down of the full-length tetrameric complex. D. Western blot analysis of the IFT22RNAi+GFP::IFT22R S19N
cell line probed with the anti-IFT22 antibody (bottom) and with an anti-PFR as loading control (top). E. IFA in the indicated conditions
using the mAb25 (marker for the axoneme, left panels) and an anti-IFT172 antibody (marker for IFT, right panels). The top panels show the
phase contrast image merged with DAPI (cyan) that stains nuclear and mitochondrial DNA. F. Kymographs showing the movement of the
GFP::IFT22R S19N in the presence (left) or the absence (right) of the IFT22 endogenous protein. Note the improved signal-to-noise ratio in
the latter case. G. Dot plot representation of �agellum length in the indicated cell lines and conditions. Statistically signi�cant di�erences
are indicated by a star.
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expression of the D175A protein and its resistance to silencing in contrast to the endogenous IFT22 protein
(Supplements, Fig. 21A). The D175A protein tra�cs normally in the �agellum in the presence (Video S5)
and the absence (Video S6) of the IFT22 endogenous protein. As mentioned above, the �uorescence
signal in the �agellum was much better in induced conditions. This impression was con�rmed by
kymograph analysis (Supplements, Fig. 21D). Finally, IFA con�rmed that these cells assemble normal
length �agella and display the classic distribution of IFT proteins (Supplements, Fig. 21B, C).

We also tested a mutation classically introduced in small GTPases to impair GTP-binding. The S to N
exchange inserts a long, polar amino acid in the position of the Mg2+-coordinating Ser residue, thereby
preventing Mg2+-binding and thus locking the GTPase in a constitutively inactive state (Fig. 17A). The
S19N mutant is unable to bind nucleotides in titration experiments (Fig. 17B, light pink) and both
immobilized TbIFT74/81 core complex peptides (Fig. 15A, second Ni pulldown lane) as well as the
crystal structure TbIFT74/81 constructs (Fig. 15B, second Ni pulldown lane) are incapable of pulling
down untagged TbIFT22 S19N e�ciently. The fact that the latter pulldown retains a faint, but visible
amount of S19N mutant bound, points to a drastic reduction in a�nity towards IFT74/81 rather than a
complete loss of binding. This is in agreement with formerly published results of a�nities of GTPases
for their e�ectors (Simon et al. 1996; Sche�zek & Ahmadian 2005; Bhogaraju et al. 2011). We further
con�rmed the decrease in a�nity with a pulldown experiment using the TbIFT25/27/74/81 complex.
Here, immobilized TbIFT22 S19N is able to pull down similar amounts of the tetrameric complex than
WT TbIFT22 (Fig. 17C). This may be explained by a more robust coiled-coil backbone in the full-length
IFT74/81 complex compared to IFT74/81 constructs truncated directly after the IFT22-binding coiled-coil
(ccVI), thus leading to tighter binding of the IFT22 switches. This change in complex stability leads
to the e�ect that the reduced binding a�nity of S19N for IFT74/81 is only detectable in pulldowns
with truncated IFT74/81 versions, but not with the full-length proteins. Given that the Kd of IFT22 for
IFT74/81 lies in the low nanomolar range (Supplements, Fig. 20D), a 1000-fold reduction in a�nity would
still yield a complex strong enough to be traceable in pulldowns. We performed another supporting
pulldown experiment using a chimeric Tb/Cr complex (Supplements, Fig. 20G). Whereas His-tagged
TbIFT22 �rmly captures untagged CrIFT25/27/74/81 complex on Ni beads (positive control), both the
His-tagged A86R (negative control) and S19N mutant fail to bind the Cr complex. Unfortunately, we
could not quantitatively determine the decrease in a�nity for the inactive mutant, since the S19N protein
was less stable and had a tendency to precipitate in ITC experiments due to the vigorous stirring.

In order to evaluate if the inactive nucleotide-binding mutant shows an e�ect in vivo and to address the
question if the GTPase cycle plays a role in T. brucei, we introduced and expressed a GFP-tagged RNAi
resistant version of TbIFT22 S19N in the parasite. Western blot analysis con�rmed e�cient silencing
of the endogenous IFT22 protein whereas the S19N protein remained present (Fig. 17D). The S19N
protein is found at the base of the �agellum and tra�cs normally within the organelle in the presence
(Video S7) or the absence (Video S8) of endogenous IFT22, as formally demonstrated by kymograph
analysis (Fig. 17F). We noticed that trains tended to pause and change speed more frequently in the latter
case, suggesting a mild disruption of IFT. Although at �rst sight most cells looked normal, a minority of
them appeared to possess clearly shorter �agella. This was con�rmed by IFA analysis with an axonemal
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marker (Fig. 17E, second column) and some accumulation of IFT172 occurred in these cells (Fig. 17E,
last column). The length of the �agellum was measured and revealed that ∼10 % of the population had
shorter �agella than normal (Fig. 17G). Moreover, statistical analysis (Anova test) revealed a signi�cant
di�erence (p < 0.001) in the length of the �agellum between non-induced cells expressing the S19N
protein or the non-mutated version (Fig. 17G). This indicates a dominant-negative e�ect of IFT22 S19N
on the length of the �agellum. This was also observed in induced conditions when comparing with the
IFT22R cell line that expresses the RNAi-resistant version without amino acid mutations.

From these results, we conclude that the reduced a�nity of the inactive nucleotide-binding mutant for
the IFT-B1 complex is still strong enough to facilitate ciliary tra�cking in absence of the endogenous
IFT22 protein in most cells. However, the S19N protein might be less e�cient in its function, resulting
in minor perturbations of IFT and the formation of shorter �agella.
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3 Discussion

Small GTPases are involved in regulation of a large variety of cellular processes by acting as molecular
switches and cycling between an active (GTP-) and inactive (GDP-bound) state. Members of the Rab
family are usually associated with regulation of various membrane-tra�cking pathways and over the
past years an increasing number of Rab and Rab-like proteins were found to play a role in cilia-related
processes (for a general review see (Blacque et al. 2017; Adhiambo et al. 2009)). However, still not
much is known about the underlying molecular mechanisms and the exact cellular functions of these
Rabs and their regulatory GEFs, GAPs and e�ector proteins. Small GTPases could function in several
unresolved key steps of ciliogenesis and IFT that require tight regulation and are currently missing
elaborate explanations: How are IFT complexes assembled into trains and loaded with cargo? How is
the entry of proteins to the ciliary compartment regulated? What induces cargo release at the ciliary tip?
What regulates the transition between anterograde and retrograde transport? And how are turnover
products released at the ciliary base?

3.1 IFT22 shares common features with IFT27

In this work we structurally demonstrate that the small GTPase IFT22 is an atypical Rab GTPase that
speci�cally binds G nucleotides and has low intrinsic hydrolysis rates. GTP-hydrolysis rates and a�nities
for nucleotides are comparable to the ones reported for the other small GTPase of the IFT complex,
IFT27 (Bhogaraju et al. 2011), and indicate the need for a GAP, but not a GEF protein for realization of a
complete GTPase cycle. Studies of IFT27 in mouse and trypanosomes demonstrated that the GTP-bound
state is needed for association with the IFT particle and that the inactive mutant is excluded from
the cilium (Schafer et al. 2006; Huet et al. 2014; Eguether et al. 2014), making the direct interaction
partners IFT74/81 an e�ector of IFT27. Interestingly, Eguether and colleagues found that the inactive
MmIFT27T19N mutant retains some a�nity for IFT-B in the absence of endogenous IFT27, can enter
the cilium and partially rescues the IFT27 knockout phenotype. We made similar observations when
investigating the e�ects of GTP/GDP states of IFT22: GTP-bound IFT22 shows clearly enhanced a�nity
for its e�ector complex IFT74/81 compared to the inactive TbIFT22S19N mutant in vitro. Localization
of the inactive mutant has also been investigated in a previous study in C. elegans worms where the
CeIFT22T24N mutant was detected in the cytoplasm and restricted from the cilium (Adhiambo et al. 2009;
Schafer et al. 2006), even in the presence of endogenous IFT22 expression. Therefore, it is likely that
IFT22, similar to IFT27, associates to the IFT-B complex in a GTP-bound state in the cell to ensure steady
entry of the small GTPase into the cilium and to ful�ll its ciliary function. The reported di�erence in
localization and tra�cking of the inactive mutant depends on the type of organism though and relies on
the individual a�nities of IFT22 homologs for the IFT74/81 e�ector complex.

IFT22 is puri�ed with the IFT-B complex from trypanosomes (Franklin & Ullu 2010) and so the phenotypic
defect in retrograde transport upon RNAi knockdown was rather unexpected (Adhiambo et al. 2009).
Here, we formally demonstrate that the phenotype is speci�c because it can be rescued by the expression
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of an RNAi-resistant version of the gene. Similar results were obtained for IFT27 that associates to the
IFT-B complex and whose inhibition results in defects in entry of dynein and IFT-A proteins in the
�agellum, possibly explaining the retrograde phenotype (Huet et al. 2014).

Noteworthy, both IFT22 and IFT27 GTPases are not globally conserved amongst ciliated organisms.
While IFT27 is missing from the genome of C. elegans, no IFT22 homolog is identi�ed in T. thermophila

and both are missing in G. intestinalis (van Dam et al. 2013), leading to the hypothesis that other Rab
GTPases might be able to take over their ciliary functions and that ciliary Rabs might share their yet to
be identi�ed regulatory proteins. Consistently, when analyzing sequences of IFT74 and IFT81, we found
that the main residues interacting with IFT22 in other organisms are conserved in G. intestinalis and
T. thermophila, too (Supplements, Fig. 20E). It can thus be speculated if those organisms do contain a yet
unidenti�ed homolog of IFT22 or if another small GTPase or more distantly related (cargo?) protein
utilizes this patch as a connection point to the IFT complex instead.

3.2 Is IFT22 a potential cargo-binding protein?

Due to its association with the IFT complex it was hypothesized that IFT22 itself could act as an adaptor
for IFT cargo proteins, such as signaling molecules in the case of C. elegans (Silva et al. 2012; Li & Hu
2011; Blacque et al. 2017). IFT22 displays one highly conserved surface patch harboring the IFT74/81
interacting residues and conserved residues in the GTP-binding pocket (Fig. 14A, IFT22 top and bottom
view). Apart from that, the remaining surface conservation is rather variable. Thus, if IFT22 functions in
cargo binding, it likely interacts with di�erent types of cargo in di�erent organisms rather than having
one conserved interaction partner. This might also explain the observed functional di�erences between
species.

3.3 IFT22 may be involved in causing Short-Rib Polydactyly
Syndrome

Although no patient mutations in IFT22 have been reported to date, a recent study identi�ed a series of
mutations in IFT81 causing Short-Rib Polydactyly Syndrome (SRPS) (Duran et al. 2016). One of the disease
mutations detected was an in-frame deletion of Leu435, which refers to Leu443 in trypanosomes and is a
well-conserved residue directly interacting with IFT22 in the crystal structure (see sequence alignment
in Supplements, Fig. 20E (L435 encircled in blue) and Fig. 14C for residue position). Unfortunately, no
cultured cells were available for this particular mutation and the authors do not provide experimental
data regarding expression levels and stability of this IFT81 mutant protein. However, two scenarios are
conceivable: either the residue deletion leads to an overall IFT81 protein instability, a�ecting the whole
IFT-B1 complex integrity, or the IFT74/81 sca�old stays intact but the deletion leads to dissociation
or weakened binding of IFT22, causing an IFT22-mediated disease phenotype. Interestingly, many of
the SRPS-causing mutations a�ect proteins required for retrograde IFT such as dynein-2 components
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(Taylor et al. 2015; Dagoneau et al. 2009) or the IFT-A component IFT121 (Mill et al. 2011) and lead to
typical retrograde IFT inactivation phenotypes. Knock-down of IFT22 in trypanosomes also causes a
phenotype similar to inhibition of retrograde IFT (Adhiambo et al. 2009). IFT22 could therefore be a
candidate gene for ciliopathies associated to skeletal defects.
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4 Experimental Procedures

4.1 Recombinant protein expression and purification from E. coli

Wild type and mutant (A86R, S19N, D175A/E) IFT22 proteins from Tb and Mm were expressed as tobacco
etch virus (TEV) cleavable N-terminal His6 fusion proteins in E. coli BL21(DE3) grown in TB-medium at
37 ◦C. Overexpression was induced at 18 ◦C at an OD600 of 1.8 with 0.5mM IPTG. Cells were lysed by
sonication in a bu�er containing 50mM Tris pH 7.5, 150mM NaCl, 10 % (v/v) glycerol, 10mM imidazole,
2mM MgCl2, 5mM β-mercaptoethanol, 1mM PMSF and 25 µgml−1 DNaseI and the extract was cleared
by centrifugation (4 ◦C, 75 000× g, 30min). In a �rst step, proteins were puri�ed via a Ni2+-NTA a�nity
column (5 ml, Roche). In order to remove N-terminal His6-tags, proteins were incubated with TEV
protease overnight at room temperature and dialysed against 50mM NaCl bu�er for subsequent ion-
exchange chromatography (5 ml HiTrap Q sepharose, GE Healthcare). For further puri�cation, proteins
were subjected to size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) after concentrating to 20mgml−1 to 30mgml−1

in a bu�er containing 10mM HEPES pH 7.5, 150mM NaCl, 2mM MgCl2 and 1mM DTT using a HiLoad
Superdex 75 column (GE Healthcare). In general, both Tb and MmIFT22 were highly soluble and could
be concentrated up to 2mM (∼50mgml−1). Proteins were stored at −80 ◦C in SEC bu�er. IFT22/74/81
core complexes of Tb, Mm and Cr as well as the N-terminal TbIFT22/7479-401/811-450 subcomplex were
co-expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3) with each protein on a separate plasmid using N-terminal His6-
tagged IFT74 and IFT81 constructs and untagged IFT22. The same puri�cation procedure was followed.
Expression and puri�cation of CrIFT25/27/74/81 was done as described previously (Taschner & Lorentzen
2016a).

4.2 Expression of selenomethionine derivatives

Selenomethionine derivative proteins were obtained from co-expression cultures of TbIFT22/7479-401/
811-450 grown in M9 minimal medium supplemented with 60mg l−1 selenomethionine. Overnight
expression was induced at an OD600 of 1.0 with 0.5mM IPTG and the temperature was shifted to 20 ◦C.
The puri�cation procedure was followed as for the native proteins.

4.3 Recombinant protein expression and purification from insect
cells

Coding sequences of Tb IFT25, IFT27, IFT7479-C and IFT81 were cloned as TEV-cleavable N-terminal
His6 fusion proteins into the multiple cloning sites of pFL vectors, with IFT25/27 and IFT7479-C/81 being
located on the same vector, respectively (IFT27 into MCS1 via SmaI/SphI and IFT25 into MCS2 via
EcoRI/XbaI; IFT81 into MCS1 via SmaI/SphI and IFT74 into MCS2 via EcoRI/XbaI). Recombinant bac-
uloviruses were produced as described previously (Taschner et al. 2014). TbIFT25/27 and TbIFT7479-C/81
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heterodimeric complexes were co-expressed at 26 ◦C in 6 l HighFive insect cells (Invitrogen) infected
with pre-determined amounts of recombinant viruses. Cells were harvested after 72 h and lysed by
dounce homogenization in a bu�er containing 20mM HEPES pH 7.5, 250mM sucrose, 10mM KCl,
1.5mM MgCl2, 5mM β-mercaptoethanol and one pill of protease inhibitor cocktail (complete, EDTA-
free, Roche). Nuclei were removed as described in Taschner et al, 2016. Protein puri�cation was done as
outlined for proteins expressed in E. coli, except for using a HiLoad Superdex 200 or Superose 6 column
in SEC.

4.4 Crystallization of GTP/GDP-TbIFT22 and TbIFT22/7479-401/811-450

TbIFT22 was set up for crystallization at 15.2mgml−1 in SEC bu�er by sitting-drop vapor di�usion
in 0.2 µl drops obtained by mixture of equal volumes of protein and crystallization solution. Crystals
appeared after 2 days at 4 ◦C as �ne needle clusters after mixing with 20 % (w/v) PEG3350, 50mM
NaCacodylate pH 6.5 and 200mM CaAcetate and turned into three-dimensional hexagons in the course
of 10 days (Supplements, Fig. 19D). No excess of GTP was added to the protein or the crystallization
solution since TbIFT22 was puri�ed bound to GTP from E. coli. For crystallization of the GDP-loaded
state, refolded nucleotide-free TbIFT22 was set up at 15.6mgml−1 in SEC bu�er supplemented with
7mM GDP by sitting-drop vapor di�usion in 0.2 µl drops obtained by mixture of equal volumes of
protein and crystallization solution. Crystals grew with a similar shape transition as described above at
4 ◦C after mixing with 15 % (w/v) PEG6000, 50mM NaCacodylate pH 7.0 and 200mM CaAcetate. Both
GTP- and GDP-TbIFT22 crystals were cryoprotected in mother liquor containing 15 % (v/v) glycerol
prior to �ash freezing in liquid nitrogen.

Crystals of the TbIFT22/74/81 complex (native and selenomethionine derivate, Supplements, Fig. 20C)
were obtained from protein concentrated to 25mgml−1 by sitting-drop vapor di�usion at 4 ◦C in 0.2 µl
drops (0.1 µl protein solution containing 2mM GTP with 0.1 µl crystallization solution) supplemented
with 40 nl freshly prepared microseeds. Crystals grew after mixing with 15 % (v/v) glycerol, 7.5 % (w/v)
PEG4000, 100mM HEPES pH 7.5 and were cryoprotected in reservoir solution containing 33 % (v/v)
ethylene glycol prior to �ash freezing in liquid nitrogen.

4.5 Data collection and crystal structure determination

For the structures of the small GTPase, di�raction data were collected at the PXIII (for GTP-TbIFT22)
and PXII (for GDP-TbIFT22) beamline at the Swiss Light Source (SLS) in Villigen, Switzerland, and were
processed with XDS (Kabsch 2010) prior to scaling with Aimless of the CCP4 package (Winn et al. 2011).
The structure of GTP-TbIFT22 was solved at 2.3Å resolution by molecular replacement (MR) with an
ensemble of three di�erent superposed Rab GTPases found by HHpred search (PDB IDs: 1vg8, 2y8e,
3oes) using the program Phaser (Storoni et al. 2004). The asymmetric unit contained two molecules of
IFT22 and analysis with Xtriage detected twinned data. The model was completed by iterative cycles of
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model building in COOT (Emsley et al. 2010), followed by re�nement in PHENIX (Adams et al. 2010)
using NCS restraints and applying the twin law h, -h-k, -l. The GDP-TbIFT22 structure was determined
at 2.5Å resolution using the previously solved GTP-bound structure as a search model for MR.

X-ray di�raction data for the TbIFT22/74/81 complex structure was collected at the PXII beamline at SLS,
indexed with XDS and scaled with CCP4 Aimless. The structure was determined from selenomethionine
substituted protein crystals. Single anomalous dispersion data were recorded at the Se peak wavelength,
and AUTOSOL as part of the PHENIX package was used to locate Se sites and calculate experimental
phases and electron density. The structure was solved at 3.2Å resolution from a dataset derived from a
selenomethionine substituted protein crystal, since native crystals di�racted signi�cantly worse.

Two copies of the TbIFT22/7479-401/811-450 complex were located in the asymmetric unit. The 3.2Å model
was built in COOT and re�ned in PHENIX using NCS restraints, secondary structure restraints and
optimized X-ray/stereochemistry weight. The two copies were very similar in most parts, but showed
signi�cant conformational di�erences in the C-terminal IFT22-binding coiled-coils of IFT74/81 (ccVI).
While we could build IFT22 into the electron density map of one of the copies, we were unable to build
the other IFT22 molecule with con�dence into the electron density map, although the unbiased Fo-Fc
map does show low quality di�erence density for the IFT22 GTPase. Data collection and re�nement
statistics are summarized in Table 1 on page 67.

4.6 A�inity pulldown experiments

For puri�ed proteins, Ni2+-NTA a�nity beads were pre-incubated with bu�er containing 150mM NaCl,
50mM Tris pH 7.5, 2mM MgCl2 and 10mM imidazole. 40 µg of puri�ed His-tagged proteins were bound
to 30 µl of beads in a total volume of 500 µl at 4 ◦C. After 1 h, beads were washed twice with 1 ml bu�er
to remove excess protein and were incubated with 400 µg of untagged interaction partner in 500 µl
total volume for another hour. Beads were washed three times with 1 ml bu�er to remove unbound
protein. Bound proteins were eluted from the beads with 50 µl bu�er containing 500mM imidazole. In
the case of Ni2+ pulldowns from cell lysates, the proteins were co-expressed from separate plasmids
in E. coli BL21(DE3) cells. 20 µl of each culture were taken and supplemented with SDS loading dye
as total expression samples. Cell pellets from 10 ml overnight culture were resuspended in 1.5 ml
lysis bu�er (50mM Tris pH 7.5, 150mM NaCl, 10 % (v/v) glycerol, 10mM imidazole, 2mM MgCl2) and
cells were lysed by sonication (1min, 1 s pulse/1 s pause). Cell extracts were cleared by centrifugation
(4 ◦C, 16 000× g, 30min) and the supernatant was incubated at 4 ◦C with 20 µl Ni2+-NTA a�nity beads
pre-incubated with lysis bu�er. After 1h, beads were washed three times with 1 ml bu�er and bound
proteins were eluted with 50 µl bu�er containing 500mM imidazole. Eluate contents were analyzed by
SDS-PAGE.
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4.7 Protein denaturation by urea and refolding for nucleotide
removal

TbIFT22 and the TbIFT22/74/81 core complex were refolded in order to remove bound GTP, since
more gentle methods such as EDTA- or SAP-treatment were not successful (Supplements, Fig. 19C).
Proteins were diluted to 0.5mgml−1 and dialysed in a dialysis tube against bu�er containing 50mM
Tris pH 7.5, 150mM NaCl, 10 % (v/v) glycerol and 8 M urea overnight at 4 ◦C. After 18 h, dialysis tubes
were transferred to fresh bu�er without urea for protein refolding and dialysed for another 24 h. The
bu�er was exchanged twice to remove residual urea. After refolding, proteins were concentrated and
subjected to SEC. Successful nucleotide-removal was veri�ed by HPLC.

4.8 HPLC nucleotide analysis

Nucleotide species of puri�ed proteins and their hydrolysis states were veri�ed at 20 ◦C by reversed phase
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) using a Vydac 218TP C18 column with a Securityguard
�lter cartridge system (Phenomenex) attached. Nucleotides were separated by isocratic elution at 20 ◦C
with a bu�er composed of 100mM potassium phosphate pH 6.5, 10mM tetrabutylammonium bromide
and 7.5 % (v/v) acetonitrile and elution detected at 254 nm.

4.9 Nucleotide-binding experiments

Nucleotide-a�nities of TbIFT22 (WT, mutants and core complex) were determined by �uorescence
spectrophotometric measurements (PerkinElmer LS50B) of 2’(3’)-O-(N-methylanthraniloyl)-labeled
(mant-labeled) nucleotides (Jena Bioscience). Increasing concentrations (2 µM to 200 µM) of HPLC-
con�rmed nucleotide-free protein were incubated with 1 µM mant-GDP/-GMPPNP/-ADP/-AMPPNP
for 30min in a bu�er containing 50mM Tris pH 7.5, 100mM NaCl and 5mM MgCl2 in 60 µl volumes.
Emission spectra of the samples were monitored at 20 ◦C in a quartz cuvette from 400 nm to 500 nm
(excitation at 355 nm). Intrinsic protein �uorescence and mant-nucleotide background �uorescence
were substracted from the data. Emission maxima of the mant �uorophore at 448 nm were plotted
against protein concentrations. Curve �tting and dissociation constant (Kd) determination was done
with GraphPad Prism 6.0 software using a binding equation that describes a single-site binding model.

4.10 GTPase assay

GTPase activities of TbIFT22 and the TbIFT22/74/81 core complex were measured at 20 ◦C with the
EnzChek Phosphate Assay Kit (ThermoFisher). Reactions were initiated by adding 1mM GTP to the
protein mixed with kit solutions according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. The release of
inorganic phosphate (Pi) upon GTP hydrolysis followed by an enzymatic reaction was monitored
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over 20min. The change in absorption at 360 nm was detected every minute using a PerkinElmer
Lambda19 UV spectrometer. As a negative control, intrinsic GTP hydrolysis in bu�er was followed.
Rate quanti�cations were done with the help of a linear standard curve for Pi generated with de�ned
concentrations of KH2PO4 from 10 µM to 200 µM after 20min incubation.

4.11 Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)

ITC experiments were carried out to determine the Kd between TbIFT22 and the TbIFT25/27/7479-C/81
subcomplex using a MicroCal iTC200 instrument (Malvern). Proteins were bu�ered in identical solutions
containing 10mM HEPES pH 7.5, 150mM NaCl and 2mM MgCl2. For reasons of complex stabilization,
IFT25/27/74/81 had to be supplemented with 2-fold molar excess of GTP. Experiments were performed
with 15 µM to 20 µM TbIFT25/27/7479-C/81 in the measurement cell and a 10-fold molar excess of TbIFT22
in the syringe. TbIFT22 was titrated in 20 injections of 0.8 µl under constant stirring (600 rpm) at 15 ◦C,
with intervals of 180 s between injections. For all measurements, a background curve consisting of
titration of TbIFT22 into bu�er was subtracted to account for heat dilution. Data analysis and Kd

calculations were done using the program Origin v7.0.

4.12 Trypanosome cultures and transfection

Procyclic T. brucei cell lines were derivatives of the strain 427, grown in SDM79 medium containing
10 % foetal calf serum and hemin (Brun & Schönenberger 1979). Generation of the inducible IFT22RNAi

(RABL5RNAi) cell line has been described previously (Adhiambo et al. 2009). In this cell line, a 447-
nucleotide long fragment of IFT22 was cloned in the pZJM vector (Zefeng Wang et al. 2000). The two T7
promoters face each other and can be induced in the presence of tetracycline, leading to the production
of double-stranded RNA (dsRNA). To express RNAi-resistant versions of IFT22, the entire nucleotide
sequence of IFT22 was modi�ed by substituting the last and when possible the second nucleotide of the
codon to render the transcript insensitive to RNAi (Huet et al. 2014) hence retaining the original amino
acid sequence. This was tagged with GFP and the resulting plasmid was called pPCPFReGFPIFT22RNAiRes.
GeneCust Europe carried out the chemical synthesis and additional point mutations were introduced
to generate the S19N, A86R and D175A versions. The plasmids were linearized with NsiI to target
integration in the PFR2 locus (Adhiambo et al. 2009) following transfection using the Nucleofector
Technology (Lonza, Italy) (Burkard et al. 2007).

4.13 Immunofluorescence (IFA)

Cultured cells were spun at 580× g and supernatant was removed and then washed in SDM79 medium
without serum. Cells were spread onto poly-L-lysine coated slides, dehydrated and �xed in methanol
at −20 ◦C for 5min. Slides were rehydrated in 1× Phosphate-bu�ered saline (PBS) for 15min. Primary
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antibodies were diluted in PBS with 0.1 % Bovine serum albumin (BSA) and slides were incubated
for 60min at 37 ◦C. The mAb25 mouse monoclonal antibody recognises the TbSAXO1 protein found
along the entire length of the axoneme (Pradel et al. 2006) and was used as a �agellar marker. The
anti-IFT22/RABL5 is a polyclonal mouse antiserum recognizing IFT22 (Adhiambo et al. 2009) and the
monoclonal anti-IFT172 antibody is a classic marker for IFT-B proteins (Absalon et al. 2008). Slides were
washed three times in PBS before being incubated with speci�c secondary antibodies, diluted in PBS with
0.1 % BSA, for 60min at 37 ◦C. Sub-class speci�c secondary antibodies were used for double labelling
and detection. Secondary antibodies were coupled to either Cy3 or Cy5 (Jackson ImmunoResearch
Laboratories, West Grove, PA) or Alexa 488 (Invitrogen). Slides were washed again and stained with
DAPI (2 µg µl−1; stains nucleus and kinetoplast) and mounted using ProLong (Invitrogen). Experiments
were performed at least twice to con�rm the results.

A DMI4000 Leica microscope equipped with a 100 × 1.4 lens (Leica, Germany) was used for observing
slides, and images were captured using an ORCA-03G camera (Hamamatsu). Images were analysed using
ImageJ v1.49 (National Institutes of Health, USA). Flagellum length was measured using the mAb25
signal and the measuring tool of ImageJ. Between 50 and 100 �agella were measured per experiment.

4.14 Live Cell Imaging

Cultured cells were spread onto a slide, covered with a coverslip and observed using the DMI4000 Leica
Microscope. Videos were acquired using an Evolve 512 EMCCD Camera (Photometrics, AZ) driven by
the Micro-Manager Acquisition software (Molecular Probes, CA) to record videos at 100 ms exposure.
Analysis of acquired videos was performed using ImageJ v1.49. Kymograph extraction was performed
using the KymographTracker plugin in Icy 1.9.5.1 (BioImage Analysis Unit, Institut Pasteur, France).
Kymographs give a 2D graphical representation of the spatial position of IFT trains over time. The x-axis
corresponds to the length of the region of interest (ROI) while the y-axis corresponds to the elapsed
time. The ROI was traced semi-automatically as a path in a maximum intensity enhanced projection of
a time lapse image sequence (200 frames at 10 fps) by clicking control points in the intensity projection
such that the curve followed a high pixel-value trail. Vertical lines indicate no movement over time,
corresponding to standing material. Moving material is represented by a slope of the line.

4.15 Western Blot

Cells were washed once in PBS. Laemmli loading bu�er was added to the cells and samples were boiled
for 5min. 20 µg of protein were loaded onto each lane of a Criterion™ XT Bis-Tris Precast Gel 4 % to 12 %
(Bio-Rad, UK) for SDS-Page separation. XT-Mops (1×) diluted in deionized water was used as a running
bu�er. Proteins were either transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes at 100 V over 1 h or by using
the BioRad Trans-Blot Turbo™ blotting system (25V over 7min). The membrane was blocked with 5 %
skimmed milk for one hour and then incubated with the anti-RABL5/IFT22 primary antibody diluted
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in 0.05 % PBS-Tween (PBST). The anti-RABL5 polyclonal antibody was diluted 1/500. As a loading
control, the anti-BiP (marker for an endoplasmic reticulum protein) (Bangs et al. 1993) diluted 1/1000
and anti-PFR (L13D6) (Kohl et al. 1999) diluted 1/50 were used. Both primary antibodies were diluted in
0.05 % PBST containing 1 % milk. After primary antibody incubation, three washes of 5min each were
performed in 0.05 % PBST followed by secondary antibody incubation. Anti-mouse secondary antibody
coupled to horseradish peroxidase, diluted 1/20 000 in 0.05 % PBST containing 1 % milk, was used and
the membrane was incubated for 60min. The Amersham ECL Western Blotting Detection Reagent Kit
(GE Healthcare Life Sciences, UK) was used for �nal detection of proteins on the membrane.

4.16 Transmission electron microscopy

For electron microscopy, samples were treated as described in (Hughes et al. 2017) with a few modi�ca-
tions. Brie�y, cells were �xed with 2.5 % glutaraldehyde directly in suspension in culture medium with
gentle swirling. Cells were centrifuged for 5min, washed in PBS and the pellet was re-suspended in a
primary �xative containing 2.5 % glutaraldehyde, 2 % paraformaldehyde and 0.1 % tannic acid in 0.1M
phosphate bu�er (pH 7.0) and incubated for 1 h. After three washed with 0.1M phosphate bu�er, the
sample was post-�xed in 1 % osmium tetroxide for 60min. The pellet was washed �ve times in water,
stained overnight in 2 % aqueous uranyl acetate, dehydrated in increasing acetone series and �nally
embedded with progressive ascending concentrations of Agar-100 resin. Polymerisation was carried out
for 120min at 100 ◦C.
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Supplementary Figures & Tables

Table 1: Data collection and re�nement statistics
GTP-TbIFT22 GDP-TbIFT22 TbIFT22/7479-401/811-450 SeMet

Data collection
Wavelength (Å) 1.000 00 0.978 91 0.978 99
Resolution range (Å) 48.37 to 2.30 48.52 to 2.49 82.67 to 3.24

(2.38 to 2.30) (2.57 to 2.49) (3.37 to 3.24)
Space group P 61 [169] P 61 [169] P 1 21 1 [4]
Unit cell (Å, °) a = 55.84 a = 56.02 a = 68.56

b = 55.84 b = 56.02 b = 235.01
c = 263.43 c = 263.09 c = 116.50
α = 90 α = 90 α = 90
β = 90 β = 90 β = 93.70
γ = 120 γ = 120 γ = 90

Total re�ections 205 477 (17 635) 321 430 (27 213) 2 195 989 (110 134)
Unique re�ections 20 689 (1996) 16 300 (1558) 58 679 (5645)
Multiplicity 9.9 (8.8) 19.7 (17.5) 37.4 (19.5)
Completeness (%) 99.7 (96.7) 99.3 (96.1) 91.0 (88.0)
Mean I/σ 16.7 (0.9) 18.5 (0.9) 15.8 (0.7)
Rmerge 0.102 (2.088) 0.111 (2.822) 0.21 (4.110)
CC1/2 0.999 (0.497) 0.998 (0.363) 1.000 (0.370)
Re�nement
Number of re�ections 20 588 16 236 58 273
Protein residues 295 305 1637
Number of atoms 2311 2354 12 090

Protein 2208 2288 11 995
Ligands 67 58 33
Water (solvent) 36 8 62

Rwork 0.2690 (0.4716) 0.3007 (0.5127) 0.2869 (0.4559)
Rfree 0.2914 (0.4992) 0.2941 (0.5022) 0.3109 (0.4605)
Ramachandran favored (%) 95.5 94.39 96.53
Ramachandran outliers (%) 0.74 0.7 0.31
RMS bonds (Å) 0.01 0.00 0.00
RMS angles (°) 0.94 0.90 0.68
Average B-factors (Å2) 71.46 72.45 137.87

Statistics for the highest resolution shell are shown in parentheses.
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Supplements, Figure 18: Multiple sequence alignment of IFT22 homologs
Clustal Omega multiple sequence alignment of homologous IFT22 sequences from di�erent organisms and the classical Rab GTPases Rab8A
and Rab11A. Residue conservation is shown according to ConSurf grades (only for IFT22 sequences). Secondary structure elements from the
GTP-TbIFT22 crystal structure (green and yellow) are indicated above the sequence, as well as residues interacting with IFT74 (orange dots)
and IFT81 (grey dots). Conserved sequence motifs of small GTPases are marked with blue boxes with consensus sequences inscribed below.
Residues mutated in this study are encircled. (Hs = Homo sapiens, Mm = Mus musculus, Dr = Danio rerio, Tb = Trypanosoma brucei, Cr =
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and Ce = Caenorhabditis elegans).
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Supplements, Figure 19: Additional IFT22 data
A. SDS-PAGE gels of puri�ed IFT22 from T. brucei andM.musculus. (FL = full-length)B. SEC pro�les of Tb andMmIFT22. C.HPLC nucleotide-
elution pro�les. Left: Nucleotide controls con�rming resolution of di�erent G-nucleotide hydrolysis states and showing their individual
retention times. Right: Comparison of di�erent procedures for nucleotide removal to obtain nucleotide-free IFT22. Only treatment with
8M urea abolished bound GTP successfully. Same amounts of each nucleotide control or protein were injected (20 µl, 100 µM). D. TbIFT22
crystallization. Needle-like clusters appeared 2 days after setup and turned into three-dimensional hexagonal crystals in the course of 10 days.
Crystallization solution: 20 % (w/v) PEG3350, 50mM NaCacodylate pH 6.5, 200mM CaAcetate. E. GTPase activity assay for TbIFT22 and the
TbIFT22/74/81 core complex. The release of inorganic Phosphate (Pi) upon addition of 1mM GTP to the proteins was followed for 20min
using an enzymatic reaction. As a negative control, hydrolysis of 1mM GTP in bu�er was monitored and substracted from the protein curves
for rate quanti�cations (left image). GTPase activity rates (TbIFT22: 1.7 × 10−3 min−1; TbIFT22/74/81 core: 4.7 × 10−3 min−1) were calculated
based on a linear standard curve generated from di�erent Pi concentrations (right image). F. Unbiased Fo-Fc electron density maps (green)
of IFT22-bound nucleotides for structures solved in this study. IFT22 is shown in grey in cartoon representation in similar orientations for
each structure, nucleotides are depicted as sticks and Mg2+ as a ball. Sigma levels and corresponding crystal structures are indicated on the
images.
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Supplements, Figure 20: Additional IFT22/74/81 complex data
A. SDS-PAGE gels of puri�ed N-terminal TbIFT22/7479-401/81x-450 complexes with (left, x = 1) and without (right, x = 143) IFT81 CH domain.
Only the complex with CH domain crystallized. B. SEC pro�les of the TbIFT22/7479-401/811-450 and TbIFT22/7479-401/81143-450 complex. C.
TbIFT22/7479-401/811-450 crystals. Selenomethionine derivative crystals di�racted best and were used for structure determination. Crystalliza-
tion solution: 15 % (v/v) glycerol, 7.5 % (w/v) PEG4000, 100mM HEPES pH 7.5. D. ITC experiment with puri�ed TbIFT25/27/74/81 titrated
with TbIFT22. Dissociation constant (Kd) and standard deviation were calculated from three independent experiments. E. Clustal Omega
multiple sequence alignment of the IFT22-binding region of homologous IFT74 and IFT81 sequences from di�erent organisms. Residue con-
servation is shown according to ConSurf grades. Secondary structure elements from the IFT22/74/81 crystal structure are indicated above
the sequence, as well as residues interacting with IFT22 (green dots). Tt and Gi are organisms lacking an IFT22 homolog. (Hs = Homo sapiens,
Mm = Mus musculus, Dr = Danio rerio, Tb = Trypanosoma brucei, Cr = Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and Ce = Caenorhabditis elegans, Tt =
Tetrahymena thermophila, Gi = Giardia intestinalis) F. SDS-PAGE gel of a Ni2+-NTA pulldown using His-tagged IFT74342-401/81397-450 core
complex peptides and untagged IFT22 (WT and mutants). Pulldowns were done from cell lysates of co-expressed proteins. Lanes 1-3 show
similar total expression levels of the di�erent co-expressed constructs (input samples). Lanes 4-6 show pulldown elutions. While IFT22 R43A
still weakly binds to the IFT74/81 core complex, the R43E mutant fails to associate. (WT=wild type)G. SDS-PAGE gel of a chimeric Ni2+-NTA
pulldown using His-tagged TbIFT22 (WT and mutants) and untagged CrIFT25/27/74/81. WT TbIFT22 is able to pull down the Cr tetrameric
complex, thus forming a chimeric IFT-B1 pentamer, while both the A86R and S19N mutant fail to bind the complex.
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Supplements, Figure 21: IFT22 D175A undergoes normal IFT and can rescue the absence of endogenous IFT22
A. Western blot analysis of the IFT22RNAi+GFP::IFT22R D175A cell line probed with the anti-IFT22 antibody (bottom) and with an anti-BiP
as loading control (top). B. IFA in the indicated conditions using the mAb25 (marker for the axoneme, middle panels) and an anti-IFT172
antibody (marker for IFT, bottom panels). The top panels show the phase contrast image merged with DAPI (cyan) that stains nuclear and
mitochondrial DNA. C. Dot plot representation of �agellum length in the indicated cell lines and conditions. D. Kymographs showing the
movement of the GFP::IFT22R D175A in the presence (left) or the absence (right) of the IFT22 endogenous protein. Note the improved
signal-to-noise ratio in the latter case.
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Extended discussion and perspectives

1 Towards a high-resolution structure of the IFT-B1
complex

The currently suggested composition of IFT-B1 consists of the 10 stably associated proteins IFT22/25/
27/46/52/56/70/74/81/88, and extensive complex reconstitution studies using recombinant proteins led
to a detailed interaction map of the individual components (Taschner et al. 2014) (see Fig. 9A). In the
past years, a set of various high-resolution crystal structures of IFT-B1 proteins gave further insights
into interaction surfaces and functions of individual domains. The novel IFT22/74/81 crystal structure
obtained in this work represents the largest high-resolution structure (approximately 97 kDa) of an
IFT subcomplex determined to date and the only structure of a trimeric assembly. The coiled-coil
heterodimer IFT74/81 has previously been shown to provide a binding platform for several other IFT-B1
proteins (IFT22, IFT46/52 and IFT25/27), and forms an essential sca�old for IFT complex stability. Besides,
it harbors an N-terminal tubulin-binding module and due to its elongated shape might as well function
in other cargo interactions. The presented IFT22/74/81 structure covers more than 50 % and 60 % of the
IFT74 and IFT81 sequences, respectively, and represents nearly 20 % of the whole IFT-B1 complex. It
thus signi�cantly supplements available structural information on IFT-B1 and provides a step towards a
high-resolution model of the entire subcomplex. Currently available crystal structures including the
one from this work thereby comprise about 50 % of the overall complex mass. This allows an updated
view on the three-dimensional IFT-B1 model, as schematically depicted in Fig. 22. However, in order
to correctly determine relative positions of individual linker-connected domains or map structurally
uncharacterized binding sites (e. g. the IFT46/52-binding site on IFT74/81), further structural studies will
be required using larger assemblies. In fact, in the course of this project reproducible crystals of a nearly
full-length pentameric IFT22/25/27/74/81 complex could be obtained (data not shown), and yielded a
full dataset at 3.8Å resolution, but phasing with available crystal structures as molecular replacement
models was not possible. The used constructs provide a promising basis for further crystallization and
structure determination trials.

Apart from X-ray crystallography, cryo-EM as a prevalent method for structure determination of large
macromolecular complexes will also be a useful tool for structural approaches on the IFT complex.
Crystal structures of individual proteins and domains can then be modeled into obtained EM densities,
producing a pseudo-atomic model of IFT-B1, IFT-B2 or even the whole IFT complex. Such three-
dimensional models would certainly broaden our knowledge about ciliary transport complexes at the
molecular level signi�cantly, and might identify new potential cargo-binding sites or provide insights
into IFT train formation.
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Figure 22: Schematic interaction map of the IFT-B1 subcomplex with superposed available crystal structures
Structures are shown in surface representation and cargo interactions are indicated with arrows. (PDB IDs: 2yc2, 4uzz, 5fmr, 4uzy;
IFT22/74/81: this work)

2 IFT74 could interact with IFT-A via a conserved
N-terminal surface patch

As outlined in the introduction (section 2.2), di�erent notions exist regarding the interplay of IFT-B and
IFT-A subcomplexes. The initial characterization of IFT particle composition found that IFT-B and IFT-A
interact at low ionic strength, but that they were easily separable at increasing salt concentrations (D G
Cole et al. 1998). A recent publication on in vivo studies in C. reinhardtii reported that the N-terminal
region of IFT74 is essential for IFT-A assembly into IFT trains at the ciliary base and import of IFT-A
into the cilium (Brown et al. 2015). The authors showed that IFT74 is essential for overall IFT-B stability
and that IFT74 null mutants fail to assemble cilia. This is in consistency with previously published
interaction models from our lab (Taschner et al. 2014) and is further supported by the IFT22/74/81
crystal structure from this work. The structure demonstrates that IFT74 forms a tightly intertwined
coiled-coil with IFT81, and depletion of either protein would certainly destabilize the tertiary structure
of its partner. Besides, we showed that the binding site for IFT22 is of composite nature, involving both
IFT74 and IFT81 residues (Fig. 14).

In the same study, Brown and colleagues performed rescue experiments and demonstrated that N-
terminally truncated IFT74 versions lacking aa 1-130 and aa 1-196 were su�cient to stabilize IFT-B.
However, only IFT74∆130 enabled cilium assembly while expression of IFT74∆196 severely disturbed
ciliogenesis and led to short cilia �lled with IFT aggregates, a typical retrograde IFT inactivation
phenotype. Furthermore, the authors revealed that this is caused by defective IFT-A association with
IFT particles and import of IFT-A into the ciliary organelle, and suggest that IFT-A is recruited to IFT-B
at the basal body for ciliary import via aa 131-196 on IFT74 (D G Cole et al. 1998; Brown et al. 2015).
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This residue range aligns to aa 82-147 of the T. brucei IFT74 homolog and contains residues visible in
the presented crystal structure. To increase protein stability, we used an N-terminally truncated IFT74
version for crystallization, thus eliminating the unstructured N-terminal 79 residues while keeping the
�rst coiled-coil part (ccI) intact. Interestingly, when analyzing the region hypothesized to be involved
in direct or indirect IFT-A recruitment, we found two highly conserved sequence stretches in IFT74
sequence alignments (Fig. 23A). Stretch-1 is not completely visible in the crystal structure, but is spatially
arranged N-terminally of the globular IFT81 CH domain and contains residues involved in stabilizing
the IFT81 portion of ccI as well as residues previously suggested to bind tubulin E-hooks (Brown et
al. 2015; Bhogaraju et al. 2013b). In contrast, stretch-2 forms a very conserved surface patch on ccI
(Fig. 23B) and even the biggest continuous conserved area mapped onto the IFT22/74/81 crystal structure.
Evolutionarily conserved surface areas are assumed to be good candidates for protein-protein interaction
surfaces, and we suggest that this area might be involved in IFT-A binding. In addition, IFT81 contributes
several conserved residues to this patch, consistent with the previously mentioned composite quality of
other IFT interactions.

Figure 23: The potential IFT-A binding site on IFT74
A. Top: Multiple sequence alignment of IFT74 fragments from di�erent species harboring the potential IFT-A binding region. Residue
conservation is shown according to ConSurf grades and the position of secondary structure elements of TbIFT74 is displayed above the
sequence. Two conserved sequence stretches are indicated. Bottom: Corresponding region of the TbIFT74 ccI crystal structure in surface
representation with mapped conservation grades. (Hs = Homo sapiens, Mm = Mus musculus, Dr = Danio rerio, Tb = Trypanosoma brucei, Cr
= Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and Ce = Caenorhabditis elegans) B. Relative position of stretch-2 in the TbIFT22/74/81 crystal structure. Left:
The N-terminal region in cartoon representation. Right: The same region in surface representation with mapped conservation grades. IFT81
contributes several residues to the conserved patch.

Taken together, the described observations will inspire future in vivo research to further investigate
the biological function of IFT74 sequence stretch-2. Critical residues in the conserved patch will be
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promising targets for point mutation studies in order to determine its biological function and to resolve
if this patch indeed participates in IFT-A recruitment.

3 Analysis of the tubulin-binding CH domain

The IFT81 CH domain has been shown to bind both soluble α/β-tubulin and MTs (Bhogaraju et al. 2013b).
Structural comparison of the IFT81 CH domains with the CH domains of NDC80 and EB1, two other
reported MT-binding CH domains (Slep & Vale 2007; Ciferri et al. 2008), reveals a signi�cant di�erence
in the C-terminal part of the domain, as already mentioned in Bhogaraju et al. 2013b (Supplementary
Material). While NDC80 and EB1 possess one long, elongated C-terminal α-helix (Fig. 24C and D), the
corresponding part for both the Cr and TbIFT81 CH domains is divided into two shorter helices (αI
and αII) oriented almost perpendicular to each other (Fig. 24A, B). This unusual arrangement can be
explained by the IFT22/74/81 crystal structure presented in this work. While αI follows the direction of
the conventional CH domain helix, αII interacts with residues from ccI, thus �xing the position and
orientation of the CH domain on the IFT74/81 sca�old (Fig. 24E).

Figure 24: Structural comparison of di�erent microtubule-binding CH domains
A. The TbIFT81 CH domain presented in this work with labeled unusual C-terminal helices. B. Crystal structure of the CrIFT81 CH domain
(PDB ID: 4lvp) and CH domains of C. HsNDC80 (PDB ID: 3iz0) and D. HsEB1 (PDB ID: 3co1), two well-known MT-binding CH domains.
All structures are shown in cartoon representation in the same orientation after superpositioning onto the TbIFT81 CH structure. The rmsd
for each superposition is indicated. Position of Tubulin/MT-interacting residues is shown in yellow. (MT = microtubule) E. Left: Relative
position of the αII helix to ccI in the TbIFT22/74/81 structure (cartoon representation). Right: Interacting residues of αII and ccI.

Interestingly, αII harbors several of the basic conserved residues involved in tubulin binding. When
comparing the potential IFT81 tubulin-binding residues with mapped MT-binding residues of NDC80
(Fig. 24, yellow residues), not much structural overlap could be found, indicating potentially di�erent
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binding modes. A cryo-EM structure of MT-bound NDC80 (Alushin et al. 2010) shows that individual
tubulin modules are associated with the top part of the NDC80 CH domain (Fig. 25A, �rst orientation
similar to the one in Fig. 24C), while the IFT81 CH domain crystal structures rather suggest binding
on the front side of the orientation depicted in Fig. 24A. Di�erences in the position of tubulin-binding
interfaces between NDC80 and IFT81 might be due to conformational di�erences of soluble and MT-
bound α/β-tubulin, but experimental evidence regarding the exact tubulin-binding mode of IFT81 is still
missing. In contrast, MT-binding residues of the EB1 CH domain are positioned in a similar orientation
to the ones of IFT81 (Fig. 24, yellow residues). A recent cryo-EM study of the EB1 yeast homolog
Mal3 revealed that Mal3 indeed binds microtubules via this patch, however binding occurs between
neighboring proto�laments and involves four individual α/β-tubulin subunits (Fig. 25B) (Maurer et al.
2012). Therefore, the Mal3 tubulin-binding mode does not serve as a good model for IFT81 either. The
constructs used for crystallization in this study provide a solid base for further structural approaches
and co-crystallization trials with tubulin.

Figure 25: Microtubule binding modes of NDC80 and Mal 3 (EB1) CH domains
A. Cryo-EM structure of HsNDC80 CH domain (PDB ID: 3iz0) bound to a α/β-tubulin subunit of a microtubule. Left: Same orientation
as depicted in Fig. 24C. Right: Orientation rotated by 90°. NDC80 binds in the cleft between α- and β-tubulin. B. Cryo-EM structure of
Mal3 CH domain (PDB ID: 4abo), the yeast EB1 homolog, bound to microtubule proto�laments. The orientation di�ers by 180° from the
one depicted in Fig. 24D. Mal3 binds in the cleft between adjacent proto�laments and interacts with four di�erent α/β-tubulin subunits.
NDC80/Mal3 are shown in cartoon and tubulin in surface representation.

4 IFT22 – a functional GTPase or not?

The results obtained in this work led to deeper insights into IFT22 biochemistry. The crystal structures
of IFT22 revealed an overall Rab GTPase fold featuring an unusual nucleotide-binding mode. This
new binding mode bypasses the conventional G4 motif by using an unusual Asp residue located in a
di�erent loop but positioned similarly to the Asp of the NKxD sequence, thus guaranteeing speci�city
for guanine over adenine nucleotides. We con�rmed the base speci�city experimentally and showed that
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guanine nucleotide-binding is a conserved property amongst homologs from di�erent species. IFT22
can therefore be considered a proper guanine nucleotide-binding protein, a notion that was not clear
from previous sequence-based analysis (Schafer et al. 2006; Adhiambo et al. 2009). Binding a�nities of
IFT22 for GTP and GDP are in the low micromolar range, which is rather unusual for small Rab GTPases
that normally possess nucleotide a�nities several orders of magnitudes stronger (Simon et al. 1996).
However, the measured a�nities are similar to the ones reported for IFT27 (Bhogaraju et al. 2011), the
other IFT-B1 GTPase, indicating that GEFs for GDP to GTP exchange are not required. Detected intrinsic
GTP hydrolysis rates of IFT22 are low and are comparable to hydrolysis rates of other small GTPases
(Simon et al. 1996; Sche�zek & Ahmadian 2005; Bhogaraju et al. 2011).

Structure-guided in vivo experiments in T. brucei showed that association of IFT22 with IFT-B1 and import
into the organelle are essential for proper �agellum assembly, but expression of a GTP-binding mutant
showed that GTP-binding is not necessarily required for association with the complex, ciliary entry and
IFT tra�cking under conditions of WT IFT22 depletion. Also, the IFT22 nucleotide state does not seem
to in�uence its function in �agellar assembly. Therefore, we could not assign a speci�c phenotype-based
cellular function to the IFT22 nucleotide state. However, biochemical in vitro experiments showed that
the GTP-bound state of IFT22 shows signi�cantly higher a�nity for IFT74/81 than the nucleotide-free
form. This is in accordance with results from an initial study in C. elegans, where the inactive IFT22
S to N mutant was restricted from the cilium (Schafer et al. 2006). It can therefore be stated that stable
association of IFT22 to the IFT-B1 complex requires GTP-loading. Di�erences in the localization patterns
of the mutants between the two organisms in vivo are likely due to slight di�erences in individual
a�nities for IFT74/81. One could assume that IFT22 is permanently GTP-loaded and the nucleotide is
needed for stabilization of the switch regions and for stable binding to IFT74/81, but hydrolysis is not an
intended functional feature of IFT22. However, to the best of our knowledge so far no Rab proteins have
been reported to serve in functions that are GTPase cycle-independent. Despite the lack of experimental
proof, there are several lines of evidence suggesting the presence of a functional GTPase cycle: 1) The
IFT22 GTP-binding property is conserved amongst various organisms. If GTP-binding were only a
stabilizing evolutionary remnant, it would likely have been lost in some species and replaced by other
IFT22-stabilizing molecular interactions. 2) Functional Rab GTPases are characterized by an inactive
cytosolic and membrane-targeted active state. Cellular localization and biochemistry of inactive IFT22
S to N mutant and WT IFT22 suggest a similar nucleotide-dependent localization pattern, with the active
state being stably attached to IFT particles instead of membranes. 3) IFT22 shows low, but measurable
GTPase activity. The detected intrinsic hydrolysis rate is comparable to that of other Rab GTPases,
including IFT27, and solid turnover would require the presence of a yet to be identi�ed GAP.

Although this work could not shed light on the role of the IFT22 GTPase cycle in T. brucei, the presented
results might guide future research in the �eld. Since IFT22 was shown to have di�erent functions in
di�erent species (Schafer et al. 2006; Adhiambo et al. 2009; Silva et al. 2012), it will be very interesting to
also test the e�ect of nucleotide-binding mutants in vivo in other organisms such as mammalian cells.
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5 The IFT74/81 heterodimer as a GTPase-binding
platform

Both small GTPases IFT22 and IFT27 have been shown to bind to IFT-B1 via the IFT74/81 heterodimer
(Taschner et al. 2014), with Rabl2 being a transiently bound promising third candidate (Nishijima et al.
2017; Kanie et al. 2017). While the binding region of IFT22 has been mapped to a short sequence stretch
and could be further narrowed down based on the presented IFT22/74/81 crystal structure, the exact
binding sites for IFT27 and Rabl2 remain uncertain, but were restricted to the C-terminal part of the
coiled-coil, after the IFT22-binding site. The IFT74/81 coiled-coil protein can therefore be considered a
binding platform for di�erent Rab family GTPases. Interestingly, all three Rab-like GTPases of the IFT
complex have been reported to preferentially or exclusively bind to IFT74/81 in their GTP-bound states
(Schafer et al. 2006; Eguether et al. 2014; Huet et al. 2014; Nishijima et al. 2017; Kanie et al. 2017) (data
from this study), thus making IFT74/81 a triple e�ector (Fig. 26). Results obtained from this study showed
that IFT22 is mainly interacting with IFT74/81 via the switch regions, which is the usual e�ector-binding
site of small GTPases. It is common that regulatory proteins of small GTPases (GAPs and GEFs) are
multidomain proteins that combine several regulatory domains on one peptide chain (e. g. two GAP
domains or a GAP and GEF domain within one protein) to provide e�cient cross-talk between signaling
processes (Bos et al. 2007). This characteristic also expands to several e�ector proteins. Rabin8 for
example is both an e�ector of Rab11 and a GEF for Rab8, and FIP3 was shown to be a simultaneous
e�ector of Arf4 and Rab11 (J. Wang & Deretic 2015) (see section 3.3). However, as an e�ector for three
di�erent GTPases, IFT74/81 represents a special case and is to our knowledge the �rst reported triple
e�ector.

Figure 26: The IFT74/81 triple e�ector complex
Positions of ccI-ccVI are depicted according to their positions in the TbIFT22/74/81 crystal structure. C-terminal cc regions are positioned ac-
cording to PCOILS predictions. Binding regions of IFT22, IFT27 and Rabl2 are indicated. IFT22 and IFT27 are shown in surface representation.
(cc = coiled-coil; PDB ID of IFT25/27: 2yc2)

When compared to available 3D structures deposited in the protein data bank using the Dali server, both
IFT22 and IFT27 show the lowest rmsd with Rab8 and Rab11 structures, two key regulators of vesicular
ciliary tra�cking. No structure is available for Rabl2, but sequence homology searches detected the most
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similar protein sequence to be Rab11 (66 % identity for human proteins). It is thus likely that several
cilium-associated Rab proteins share a common ciliary Rab ancestor. Additionally, IFT22 and IFT27 share
similar biochemical properties regarding nucleotide binding a�nities and hydrolysis rates (Bhogaraju
et al. 2011) (data from this study). Although no biochemical data on Rabl2 GTPase activity is available at
present, conclusions drawn from in vivo experiments suggest di�erent properties for Rabl2. The authors
of two independent studies suppose high intrinsic GTP hydrolysis rates and therefore no need of a
GAP for Rabl2 (Nishijima et al. 2017; Kanie et al. 2017). This is consistent with its reported transient
association with IFT74/81 at the ciliary base. In contrast to IFT22 and IFT27, the Rabl2 sequence does
still contain the catalytic Gln residue coordinating a water molecule that is needed for the hydrolysis
reaction.

Given the high degree of surface conservation of the IFT22 binding site on IFT74/81, it is likely that
binding sites for IFT27 and Rabl2 display similarly conserved patches in the C-terminal part of the
heterodimer. It would be of great interest to obtain a high-resolution structure containing the IFT74/81
C-terminus with or without IFT27/Rabl2 in order to further map down their binding sites and potentially
con�rm binding of the small GTPases via the switch regions. Interestingly, we found that IFT74/81
residues interacting with IFT22 are conserved in G. intestinalis and T. thermophila sequences, two
organisms that do not contain an IFT22 homolog. It is tempting to speculate that in these organisms
other more distantly related small GTPases might potentially bind to the same surface patch on the
IFT74/81 e�ector.

6 A potential role for IFT22 and the IFT74/81 e�ector
complex in human disease

As described in detail in the introduction, cellular functions of IFT22 are not entirely clear and vary
signi�cantly amongst species (see section 3.4.2). Apparently, IFT22 is not universally needed for cilium
construction, eliminating the possibility of a regulatory role in one of the conserved IFT key steps,
such as IFT train formation or IFT reassembly at the tip. However, knockout studies in C. elegans

suggested a potential role for IFT22 in regulation of ciliary signaling cascades (Schafer et al. 2006). A
function in certain signaling pathways could be species-dependent and lead to di�erent phenotypes,
although evidence for a signaling-related function in other organisms is lacking experimental evidence
so far. Interestingly, a recent publication on clinical relevance of mutations in the IFT81 gene found
an in-frame deletion of Leu435 to cause Short-Rib Polydactyly Syndrome (SRPS) (Duran et al. 2016).
SRPS is a genetic skeletal disorder linked to disruption of retrograde IFT and abnormal Hh signaling.
Leu435 corresponds to Leu443 in T. brucei IFT81 and is a well-conserved residue in the IFT22 binding site
(Fig. 27B for conservation and Fig. 27A for residue position). When compared to another IFT81 mutation
in the tubulin-binding CH domain in a second SRPS patient, the Leu435 deletion showed a more severe
e�ect and the infant died shortly after birth (Duran et al. 2016). Since this study could not provide
cultured cells for the Leu435 deletion mutant and thus lacks experimental data on expression levels and
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stability of the IFT81 variant, conclusions remain speculative. However, possible explanations could be:
1) Either that Leu435 deletion leads to destabilization of the whole IFT81 protein and therefore a�ects
IFT-B1 integrity, 2) or that the IFT74/81 coiled-coil interaction stays mostly intact, but IFT22-binding
is impaired, leading to an IFT22-mediated phenotype. This could either be caused by disturbing the
direct interaction between IFT81 and IFT22 or by loosening the coiled-coil interaction between IFT74
and IFT81 needed for stable IFT22-binding in that region.

Figure 27: Mutation of a conserved IFT81 Leu residue in the IFT22-binding region causes Short-Rib Polydactyly Syndrome
A. Cartoon representation of the IFT22-binding region with the L443 (HsL435) disease mutation in IFT81 marked in blue. L443 interacts with
hydrophobic residues from both switch I and switch II. B. Multiple sequence alignment of IFT81 fragments from di�erent species harboring
the IFT22-binding region with the conserved Leu residue (encircled in blue in the human sequence). Residues interacting with IFT22 are
marked with green dots. Residue conservation is shown according to ConSurf grades and the position of secondary structure elements
of TbIFT81 is displayed above the sequence. (Hs = Homo sapiens, Mm = Mus musculus, Dr = Danio rerio, Tb = Trypanosoma brucei, Cr =
Chlamydomonas reinhardtiiand Ce = Caenorhabditis elegans)

In vitro analysis of the reported IFT81 Leu435 deletion mutation could control if the mutation a�ects
IFT81 stability, if it has an in�uence on IFT-B1 complex reconstitution, or if it in�uences IFT22-binding
abilities of IFT74/81∆Leu435, thus resolving which of the suggested scenarios is more likely.
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